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Anonymous Calls!
Dear friends and gentle readers; to
whom it may concern; friends, enemies and
countrymen and all that kind of jazz.
Let me made it abundantly clear that I
am not going to let your anonymous letters
and phone calls involve me in any kind of a
fiasco that pits one class of citizens against
another, one race of people against another
nor one idealogical group against another.
If some of you don't understand what I
mean (the anonymous culprits might) let me
phrase it another way.
If any of you, and all of you, who want
to "tell off the big shots around here," need
a mouthpiece or newspaper to sound off
with, we are extending a blanket invitation
for you to tell it like it is in this newspaper,
so long as it is not libelous, and so long as
you sign your name, or identify yourself.
You're wasting your valuable time and
ours crying because you don't own a newspaper to air your views like we do, and can't
speak out like we do. You have a newspaper.
What else can we say?
Here at the News there is freedom of the
press. We don't refuse your articles because
they have appeared somewhere else first; we
don't cut your articles when you mention an
advertiser who does not do business with us;
we don't throw articles in a waste basket because "it might hurt business."
We are a , responsible newspaper. We
may not come out every day, but when we do
our columns are free and open and are, what
we view as a mirror of our community life.
So cut out the dramatics. You're not
kidding me one bit. I know colors... and
yellow is not one of my favorites.
The Call About Hubbard!
Of all the anonymous calls I have ever
received in my lifetime, and I've received a
good many, the one Wednesday morning in
the interest of Senator Carroll Hubbard goes
beyond the pile for gall and stupidity.
A lady, who would not identify herself,
said she was calling from Frankfort. She began her conversation by saying that she was
a "member of the . . . . party," and that she
was told by South Central Bell that I had
made two long distance calls Tuesday to the
highest ranking Democrats, both oft-mentioned gubernatorial candidates, to advise
them that next week we were going to let
loose a blistering attack on Senator Hubbard
and that "being a member of the .... party,"
she was warniqg us not to do it.
If the person, whose name we deleted
for obvious reasons, knew that this kind of
infamy was being practiced in his name he
would be horrified.
Well, before my temper got to the sizzling point I tried to learn from her when
South Central Bell got to monitoring our
phone calls, or anybody else's for that matter, and what possible influence the mention
of any candidate could have on the editorial
and news policy of this newspaper.
By the time the conversation ended I
imagine the lady, if she was one, was mighty
chagrined at realizing she had been used as
a stooge to do somebody else's dirty work.
The truth of the matter is that I did not
make the calls. We had no intention of blistering Senator Hubbard next week or this
week, though at the moment it does seem
like a commendable idea.
I do not charge Senator Hubbard with
this chicanery.
I would hope that none of his friends
are so stupid as to think I would believe that
our calls are being monitored. But, since the
lady appeared to be so concerned about
Hubbard's welfare, I asked her to deliver a
message or two to him, none of which are
.
printable.
Only seasoned politicians can determine
the implications of the call. Others couldn't
care less.
But Democrats might be interested to
know that Hubbard, allegedly a Democrat,
was voted by the newspapermen who cover
the General Assembly as "the Democratic
Senator most valuable to the Republicans."
Nothing wrong with that, except Hubbard may have to run under another party
label if he seeks re-election.
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Graves, Clapp Square Off For New
Judgeship;Hubbard Took No Stand
With the two representatives directly in- Kentucky was, at the same
about 200.
volved squaring off against each other in spirited time,
Graves told House members
floor debate, House Bill 148, which would have the bill had been proposed at
divided the first judicial district, was defeated least twice previously and that
his bill was the only one voted
Tuesday by a vote of 42-23.
of committee.
Rep. Lloyd Clapp of Wingo in Graves Coun- outClapp
said the people of
ty opposed the bill and Rep. Ralph Graves of Graves County "don't want
Bardwell in"Carlisle sought its passage. The bill this bill."
"It would be irresponsible to
would have placed Graves County in a separate force
it on a county that does
judicial district.
not want it," he said.
Clapp, who publicly opposed
••••
cuit Judge Wood C. Tipton,
who now is judge for all five
BULLETIN
counties, and, thereby, to step
Rep. Ralph Graves notified
up the'"administration of just- the News at press time Wednesday that he was able to
"I say justice cannot be serv- pass the legislation in the
ed when your judge is too busy House to permit the continuto make the rounds," he said. ance of Circuit Court sessions
Graves said the annual case in Fulton. Graves said that
load of the district has run the bill received an overclose to 500 when the average whelming vote.
case load for circuit courts in
the bill in a statement said at
least 15 Kentucky judicial districts nave case loads heavier
Compete In Diehict - Competing in 4-H District contests conekrcted Saturday at Milan's
than that of the first district.
Ellington 4-H Center were: From left, Vic Ivy, Mike Milner, Lynn Brown and Jan CleRep. Denver Knuckles, Republican from Bell County, also
ment. Both Miss Brown and young Milner walked away with first place awards. Presentspoke against Graves' bill.
ing the awards was H. N. Ries, representative with the Union Oil Company.
About twenty years ago, the of recognition a community
He said it would cost $40,000
long-established Browder Mill- could give him, just as he de- to "put the new judge in
(Photo Courtesy Union City Messenger)
ing Company suffered heavy served the respect and esteem Graves County."
losses as a result of a disast- afforded him by his friends
Graves agreed, but pointed
rous fire on a cold, December and business associates through out that the money for three
evening in 1950. Ironically, the the years.
(Continued on Pa•-• news was transmitted to the
Tuesday morning the news of
general manager of the firm by Gene Williamson's death was
the publisher of this newspaper. received with shock and sadWhen's called E. E. (Gene) ness throughout the West KenWilliamson responded with ut- tucky and Tennessee area, for
On page three of this week's picnicking at Mobley's Camp- ter dismay and rushed down- the popular businessman was
issue the fantastic amount of ground on County Lme Road. town to stand by helplessly the kind of a wonderful man
Two South Fulton students work and play engaged in by "Those were the days," she while the recently remodeled who was a friend to all who
An Easter Egg Hunt will
took top honors Saturday in local Girl Scout troops is re- recalls.
structures perished in the knew him.
again be sponsored this year
district contests at Milan's El- vealed. A report did not come
In the article naming Gene by the Fulton Jaycees in the
Mrs. Fenwick serves as flames.
lington 4-H Center and one will eiar
n from all
but
Secretary - treksAt 34 years of age, and the as "Man Of The Year" the City Park at 2 p. m. on Easter
go on to compete for state
rePertingthe
give
ener
:
t17s
;
h9
bfrdne
inthrYditiOn to Serv
'
—Si as head of a large and thriving News recorded the true char- Sunday, March 29.
w
Theigh
honors.
view of what is being done in Cookie Sale Chairman for the concern. Gene responded to the acter of this outstanding citiOne thousand eggs have been
Lynn Brown, eighth grade all of the Girl Scout work in past two years.
loss with characteristic deter- zen. Because the statements donated by Liberty Superstudent of South Fulton Ele- this area.
made
then
are
so
fitting
market
today.
in South Fulton and
Today there are an untold mination and went about rementary School and daughter
The reports sought by the number of adult leaders who building the business facilities the News is reprinting portions special prize eggs are being
of Mr. and Mrs. William Her- News were in observance of spend
uncountable hours in and continuing the .wide pres- of that article to let it be furnished by the Jaycettes.
known that in Gene Williamson
bert Barker, captured first the 58th Anniversary of Girl maintaining the
All children ages or through
Girl Scout tige the firm has enjoyed
the community has suffered nine are invited to itend this
place award in the junior girls' Scouting in the Nation. The movement in the
city. They through all the years.
(Continued on Page Six)
division of the district public observance last week will are
gala event.
For his display of courage
the unsung heroines of the
speaking contest for 4-H Clubs bring back some nostalgic community
who have seen and the efficiency with which
of Tennessee. K. M. Winston, memories for many area resi- steered the program
through this affable man went about
principal of the South Fulton dents who remember pleasant- good times and bad.
the task of putting the firm
school, told the News that this ly the first early days of ScoutThey deserve every measure back in business the Fulton
is as high as she will be al- ing in the twin cities.
News
named him "The Man Of
of thanks a wholesome comlowed to compete as a junior,
Through the help of Mrs. Bill munity, such as the twin cities, The Year."
according to State rules, but
He deserved every measure
Fenwick, who devotes a fan- can extend to them.
once in High School she will be
An experiment dealing with interested in pollution and
tastic amount of her time to Mrs. Poe. who is now servallowed to compete all the way
pollution brought . several a- chemistry," said the youth, who
ing as Neighborhood Chairman
for.State honors. "Much is exwards to Johnny Roberts of hopes to become an Industrial
able to learn that some of the has maintained her memberpected of her," said Mr. WinSouth Fulton High School at chemist.
}ie' Girl Scout troops ere ship in the Girl Scout
moveston.
the West Tennessee Science The project he entered last
pretty active as far back as
(Continued on Page Six)
Fair on Friday, March 13, at year, dealing with the effects
Mike Milner, son of Mr. and 1928, maybe before.
Union University in Jackson, of pollution, won him first
Mrs. Billy Milner, captured
Mrs. Polly Beadles, and
Tenn.
first place award in the 4-H others
place in the Junior Division.
contacted by Mrs. FenCongress essay contest and wick say
This year he won the United
Johnny is the son of Mr. and
that some of the "litnow will compete for State tle Girl
Mrs. Freddie Roberts, 304 Or- States Navy Cruise Award and
Scouts" back then
the
honors. Last year, when he was were
Aviation Association of
chard Drive, South Fulton.
such prominent FultonAmerica Award presented by
a junior, he won first place in jam as
Martha ('Moore) MaA report to the local Lions
Johnny, a veteran science the Air Force for his exhibit.
public speaking.
han, Totie (Gore) Winters, Club from Paducah indicates
fair winner, displayed a device His prize is a two-weeks Navy
South Fulton's Patty Parrish Ruby Boyd (Alexander) Poe,
that the twin Cities of Fulton
he had made, which he 'said cruise to the Bahamas.
placed second in the girls' es- Adelle (Homra) Intindola, and
South Fulton contributed a
could be used to reduce polluSponsored by various comsay contest and Jan Clement, Carolyn (Beadles) Hales, Ma- total
of $2,023.62 to the annual
tant
in gasoline used in auto- munity organizations and inof South Fulton High School, bel (Williamson) Mabry and Lions
Club Telethon held in Pamobiles.
The
device
•
composdustries
throughout the area,
was awarded a red ribbon in Nell Dawn (Hagler) Brown- dueah. Hickman's contributions
ed of a conglomeration of glass the annual event gives these
the senior division.
ing, now deceased.
totaled $1,917.50; Water Valtubes, plumbing pipe, beakers students an opportunity to conThe South Fulton 4-H Club
Martha Mahan, city editor of ley's $544.67, and Dukedom's
and other scientific parapher- duct experireents and display
is coached by Mrs. Mack Bur- the Fulton Daily Leader re- $333.22.
nalia - could be used in reduc- their findings in areas of biorow, Junior High English teach- calls that the girls called their
Checks were presented last
ing pollutants in gasoline while logy, physics, chemistry, medier at South Fulton Elemen- troop the Wild Rose Patrol. week by the Paducah Lions
It is being refined, said the cal science, mechanics psyGene Williamson
tary.
They spent a good many pleas- Club to the Crippled Children's
tenth grader. "I decided on chology, engineering and aero(1950 Photo)
(Continued on Page Six)
ant hours camping, riding and Society.
this experiment because I was nautics and space science. Senator Carroll Hubbard of
Mayfield, whose Graves County was directly involved in the
new judgeship proposal took no
stand on the matter.
It would have left Carlisle,
Ballard, Hickman and Fulton
in a district of their own.
Graves saki the bill, which
he sponsored, had strong support in the five-county district.
He said the bill was badly
needed to ease the load of cir-

Death Of Gene Williamson Is
Great Loss To The Community

Two Students
Take Honors
In District

Girl Scouts' 58th Birthday
Brings Back Many Memories

"

Liberty Store Here
Aids Jaycee Drive

South Fulton's Johnny Roberts
May Have Pollution Answer

Fulionians Give
$2,023 To Lions

Dr. Perry Retires, But Remembers The Pull And Grind Of Dentistry
(by Pawl Westpheling)
have. My motto lass always
Dr. L. A. Perry, a native of been to 'strive to do the next
Greenfield, Tenn, who came to job better than I have ever
Fulton in 1932 to open a prac- done before, and to always
tice of Dental Surgery here, treat each patient as I would
has retired from his practice have him treat me."
after 38 years in his office over "And anything you say about
the City National Bank build- me, please include Mrs. Perry,
who has worked with me for at
ing on Lake Street.
"As a matter of fact", he leaet 35 of our years here, and
told this reporter, "I was the is my left hand' as my denfirst to go in to the City Na- tal assistant."
tional Bank building offices, The story of Dr. and Mrs.
Which were remodeled at that Perry is an interesting one.
Born September 4, 1903 as
time . . and I have been
there continuously for the past Lloyd Alexander Perry in
38 years."
Greenfield. Tennessee, he is
When asked something of his the son of the late Mr. and
lifetime of work spent here, Mrs. John Perry of that comDr. Perry's first words were munity. Elide Perry is the
"First of all I want to say that daughter of the late Mr. and
I am indeed grateful for the Mrs. Milton Williamson, Moo of
continuing patronage that the Greenfield. Not only did Dr.
people of Fulton and surreund- Perry and his wife attend the
ing territory have shown nie; Privately-operated Greenfield
without their help I could not Training School together, but
have made the success that I also their respective parents at-

tended the same school together. Lloyd and Elsie were married in Greenfield in 1927, and
at that time he was a runtime carpenter.
One day, one of his good
family friends approached him
and told him that he would
probably be driving nails at
25c an hour for the rest of his
life unless he made up his mind
to get more education. "Furthermore," his wise friend told
him, "one of these days soon
there is going to be a big depression, and the need for education and training in some
skill is going to be more important to you than ever."
When he confessed to his
friend that he had no money to
get more education, the gentleman agreed on the spot to advance him enough funds to get
it, and that he, dild.
Lloyd Alexander Perry decided is December 1807 to quit

carpenter work and go study to
become a dentist. He completed his professional education
at the University of Tennessee,
Memphis, and in 1932 came to
Fulton to begin his practice.
The year 1932 was the depths
of the great depression. "My
gross income from June to
December 31 of that year was
only $247.00," Dr. Perry Smilingly recalled, but added that
Fulton was a good community,
with many fine people. "If
you jure stay here long enough
to wear out one pair of shoes,
you will always want to come
back", he added.
"My dental chair in my office is within three inches of
where a dental chair has stood
for the past 58 consecutive
years. I bought my original
equipment from Mrs. Scruggs,
widow of the late Dr. J. C.
Scruggs, a well-known dentist
(Continued on Page Six)

AFTER SE YEARS, THE SIGN COMES DOWN: Dr. L. A.
Perry retired from his dental practice here this month, and removes his sign from the stair entrance to his office over the City
National Bank in Fulton.
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PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers

Lt.-Gov. Wendell Ford

ANSWERS
THE
PEOPLE

EMPTIES COMING BACK

Newspaper Writer Appraises Leadership
Of Wendell Ford During General Assemblir
The resignation of former
-GovernoilBert T. Combs from his
'Federal judgeship has thrown a
good many political writers into
something of a tailspin trying to
quote many "reliable sources" to
determine if there are any political implications attached to the
resignation.
The hope of a second term for
Combs has been carefully nurtured by a loyal band of the ex-governor's former associates for many
months. The rumor of a Combs
candidacy has cropped up in every
major political race since Combs
left the Governor's office.
But to link .his resignation
(right before the last week of the
Kentucky General Assembly) with
a calculated Iplan to run for a second term is a matter that only
time and political circumstances
can determine.
We would hope that neither
Lt.-Governor Wendell Ford nor
any of the other Democratic ho
fuls officially announce for any office before an assessment can be
made of the situation regarding
itate-wide support, organization,
financing and most important of
all the calibre and vote-getting
ability of the candidate the Republicans may be grooming for the
governor's office next year.
• In this light it is interesting
to view the record and accomplishinents of the Democratic leadership in the General Assembly under the titular leadership of hardworking, conscientious, able and
extremely dedicated Wendell
Ford.
A fellow newspaper associate,
and a close political observer, Bill
Powell of the Paducah Sun-Democrat appraises the Ford performance in a very knowledgeable
manner. He ought to know. He
was there almost constantly.
Here's what Bill Powell said
in his column recently:
You don't hear too much talk
akout the next governor's race
hel-e — not in the General Assembly area, I mean. Perhaps this is
because Lt. Gov, Wendell Ford is
the only serious candidate for the
Democratic nomination at this
, time and because the Republicans
just aren't talking about"the election.
But underneath all that is going on the subject runs deeply, although quietly.
The Ford forces, are very
busy, but have not overplayed
their hand during the legislature.
Ford has been in charge of the
Senate ship.
Ford has had to bear some
crosses—including lukewarfn support by some of his party at a time
when Democrats should be getting
solidly behind someone.
The Democrats-may not be
making a spectacular mark but it
seems to me they have tried as
hard as anyone could to carry the
burden of the majority party in a
A member of tho Kentucky Press Association
Second-class postage paid at Fulton, Ky.
12041
Successor of various weakly papers in Fulton
lila first of which was founded in 1880.
Published Every Thursday of The Year at 209
Commercial Ave. Fulton, Ky. 42041
Voted one of Kentucky's "Bost All Around"
Weekly Papers.
Address all mall (subscriptions, change of
address. Forms 3879) to Post Office Box 307
Fulton, Kentucky (2041
Subscription Rates: $3.00 per year In Fulton,
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion
and WeakIrty Counties, Tenn. Elsewhere
throughout the United States $4.00 per year.
Kentucky Subscribers must add 5% Saks
Tax.

time when the leadership has
shifted to them from the gover"
nor's office,
Examine the record closely
and you'll see that Ford and Juliah
Carroll and the others have done
a pretty dignified and capable job
of running the General Assembly
— with a lot of things being done
precisely for the people.
There are lots of things about
Ford that the public should already know, but may not.
Sometimes he seems too quiet
and too uncontroversial to be the
great politician.
But the records will show, I
think, that Ford has been big,
smart and infinitely proper in serving in his strange position of
Democratic lieutenant governor
under a Republican governor. A
smaller man—a headline-struck
politician—could have caused all
sorts of commotion in his office.
He could have drawn attention of
the entire state to him in a dayin-and-day-out hassle with the
governor, for whatever that would
have been worth.
But from the day he was inaugurated, when he promised the
people of Kentucky that he would
not be a rebel that would keep the
governor from stepping outside
the state, he has behaved tremendously well.
I don't mean that he has bowed down to the governor—the
newspaper files show that he
hasn't missed many good chances
to Iassert himself. But his sashays
into the arena opposite Nunn and
the Republican part'y have, in my
way of thinking, been timely,
properly restrained and well
thought out.
Soon it will be time for the
Democratic party to decide upon
its strategy for the next election.
I think the favored candidates of
the Democrats in the primary of
May, 1971, will be Ford for governor and Rep. Terry, McBrayer
of Greenup for lieutenant governor.
This isn't shoving House
Speaker Julian Carroll aside. He
has never been considered for
lieutenant governor with Ford: it
would be a political blunder,I suppose, to have both inain candidates
from the same part of the state.
Carroll is rising politically;
he has done an excellent job during the session. A lessadept speaker could have, by a few untimely
blunders, been a punching bag by
now. But Carroll is riding high; he
has the deep respect of the House
and can get things done, as he has
shown by his work on the bailbon&measure, time, fire district
legislation, the Clark's River
Watershed bill and, above all, the
revision of the governor's budget
to squeeze out some more pay for
the teachers.
But Carroll, in spite of the
marks he has made that should
help anyone interested in the 1971
governor's race, is looking to the
next year. No doubt he will be big
in the Democratic bid for United
States senator—for the position
Sen. John Sherinan Cooper says
he will vacate.
For the 'Democrats, Bert T.
Combs is the question mark. Old
pros of the party do not believe
he'll run for governor any more)
than the old pro Republicans be
lieve, down deep, that Cooper will
come back to ride a white horse'
to the governorship of Kentucky.
The Ford forces would love to
see some kind of endorsement by
Combs for Ford—whatever endorsement a federal judge is permitted to make under the Hatch
Act.

Have you ever sat by the railroad track_
And watched the emptys coming back?
Lumbering along with a groan and a whine,Smoke strung out in a long gray line

Your question, relating to the Commonwealth of Kentucky Will be
aninvered. Write Governor Ford at Frankfort, Ky.

Belched from the painting engine's stack Telegram to Lt. Gov. Wendell Ford: In two short hours
we were able to obtain the following list of people who are
vitally interested in passage of
HB 255 and 256, relating to
children with learning disabili.Please help.
ties:

Just emptys coming back.
I have - and to me the emptys seem
Like dreams I sometimes dream
Of a girl or money - or maybe fame My dreams have'all returned the same,
Swinging along the homebound track Just emptys coining back.
'
— Angelo De Poncia,no

FULTON'S

Library COT11,8ff
BY LUCY DANIEL

RDAs are no substittue for
living, but they can add immeaFurably to its richness.
when life is absorbing, books
can enhance our sense of its
significance. When life is difficult, they can give us momentary release from trouble
or a new insight into our problems, or provide the rest and
refreshment we need. Books
have always been a source of
information, comfort, and pleasure for people who know how
to use them. This is true for
children as well as for adults.
A 'few new books received
this week which would interest
children and adults are:

THE SHIVERING SANDS,
by Vibtoria Hok. This new
novel by the modern mistress
of romantic suspense is set on
the coast of Kent, at a great
estate overlooking the infamous
quicksands that have swallowed entire ships unfortunate
enough to sail into them. Adult
fiction.
STARMAN'S QUEST by Robert Silverberg. An, inventive
science-fiction novel with real
human interest complications.
Adult fiction.

LOOK BACK WITH LOVE
by Alberta Hannum. A loving
recollection of all that is good
and desirable in the mountain
character. Adult fiction.

AMERICA'S HORSES AND
PONIES, by Irene Brady. A
book of interest to all Kentuckians—a presentation of the
horse; its history and development into various breeds, all
beautifully illustrated. Grades
6-up. Non fiction.

SECRET FILE, by Hank
Messick. An excellent account
of the Intelligence Division of
the Internal Division of the
Internal
Revenue
Service.
Adult non-fiction.

BOYS ARE BOYS, by Albert
Tibbets. A series of stories
from countries across the
world, stories centered around
a cerr'ral theme: boys are boys
everywhere despite their back-

FROM THE FILES:—

Turning Back The Clock
TWENTY YEARS AGO
March 17, 1950
Mrs. Warren Graham, prominent club woman and outstanding church worker, was reelected president of the Paris District of the
Woman's Society of Christian Service of the
Methodist Church at the annual meting held in
Fulton on Thursday, March 9,
Another "must" date is being added to the
calender of Fulton card players with the announcement by the Junior Woman's Club that
their annual benefit bridge party is to be held on
April 11 this year. Miss Jean Atkins has been appointed general chairman of the event.
A 16-mm projector and screen, costing approximately $600, for- use In visual aids-to- education, will be donated to the local school system
by the West Fulton Parent-Teacher Association,
Mrs. Ernest Fall, Jr., newly re-elected president,
announced today.
P. C. Ford, long-prominent Fulton businessman, was severely injured last week end when he
fell down the long flight of steps at the Elks Club,
suffering undetermined internal injuries and
fracturing a vertebra in his neck.

Signed: Mrs. Pelham McMurry, Paducah, Ky.,- and 52
other parents.
Dear Mrs. McMurry: I'm
glad to help on this and so are
many legislators.

There's growing concern for
the ten per cent of children
who apparently have disorders
in basic processes which hinder their understanding, speaking or writing. These disorders
have such causes as brain injury, preceptual handicaps
and a tricky problem with a
tricky name—dyslexia.
These children can't learn to
read, write, spell or figure
through usual classroom procedures. Such children aren't
retarded, but they do need
special training.
Fortunately, other teaching
methods can overcome these
problems. Taught by these
methods (which emphasize the
sense of touch, etc.), many
become honor students and go
on to good careers.
HB 255 and 216 acknowledge
responsibility to
Kentucky's
teach these children and clear
the path to bring them out of
the shadows.
Sincerely,
Wendell Ford
Lieutenant Governor

grounds. Grades 7-9. Non fic- LAR HEN AND HER PEtion.
CULIAR CHILDREN, by Mary
Stolz. A hen without chicks
suddenly finds herself a mothDAVE'S SONG, by Robert
er of a large group of barnyard
McKay—A- unique novel about
youngsters, but unfortunately
contemporarf teenagers and
none of them are chickens.
their efforts to retain their inPre-school-3. Easy.
dividualism in a conformist society. Grades 7-up. Fictional.
TEMPLE ON A HILL, by
THE KENNEDY BROTH- Anne Rockwell. The Parthenon
in
Athens is one of the most
ERS, by Alfred Steinberg. A
presentation of the four Ken- famous historical sites in the
nedy brothers; their lives, their world. This volume presents
influence and the part they the story of the parthenco, its
Note to Editor: While this
played in the most famous po- conception and its significance was
mimeographed,
being
litical dynasty America has in terms of Greek society. these two bills (HB-2!and HB
ever known. Grades 7-9 Non- Grades 4-6, Non-fiction.
• the Senreached
a
vote
256)
Fiction.
ate and have now passed—two
TEEN-AGER'S MENU COOK- good bills becoming laws.
W. H. F.
MOM! I BROKE MY ARM, BOOK by Charlotte Adams.
cooking novice of any age
Dear Mr.. Ford: I'm disapby Angeliica Wolff. Steven finds
that a broken arm not only is will welcome these step-by-step pointed that the Legislature
not a dreadful experience but directions for the preparation has not given school teachers
is one that can provide new ad- of complete meals. Grades 7- the full $600 salary increase
requested by the Kentucky
ventures and knowledge. Pre- up. Non-fiction.
4ducation Association. Living
school-4. Non-fiction.
BETTER HOMES AND costs go up for Kentucky's
PIGS AND PIRATES by GARDENS GUIDE TO EN- 32,000 teachers just as for
Barbara Walker. A ,Greek fairy TERTAINING. This book cov- everyone else. Do you think
tale retold with fanciful and ers areas of planning a party, we have a chance of getting
amusing illustrations. Grade party themes, anytime-party the full $600 raise this session?
24. Non-fiction.
time, special occasion parties, Tell the truth.
Mrs. R. L'S., Covington, Ky
holiday parties, special situaSOMEONE SMALL, by Bar- tion entertaining, table settings
Dear Mrs. S.: Tolling the
bara Borack. A small bird and centerpieces, entertaining truth — no.
helps
child adjust to grow- etiquette, party games and reThe Governor's budget subing up, and to accept death. cipes for entertaining. This is
mitted in January for the next
Pre-school. Easy.
a well rounded book that will
years included zero inbe welcomed by all hostesses. two
crease for teachers. Favoring
THE STORY OF A SINGU--Adult non-fiction..
improvement in teachers' salaries so far as practical, the
leadership worked
Orest Eugene Intindola of Nutley, N. J. The im- Democratic
out a substitute budget that inpressive double ring ceremony was, performed by cludes a $200 raise for teachers
the Rev. Perry L. Stone, pastor of the church. ($200 for the first year; and an
Miss Amaline Homra was bridesmaid and Mrs. additional 000 for the second
year). This costs $15,600,000. To
Al
Owens was matron of honor. Both are sis- get this Money, we trimmed
ters of the bride. Little Judy Owens, niece of the some other items and raised
bride, was flower girl. Nick Intindola, of Nutley, the tax on whiskey. The Legvoted approval, and
N. J., served his brother as best man: Following islature
this $300 raise is assured.
the ceremony a wedding breakfast was given by Still asking the full 8600.
Mr.and Mrs. Al T. Owens for the wedding party KEA chose to strike. It's unand immediate members of the family. Mr. and fortunate. The attitude of the
Legislature, reflecting the genMrs. Intindola left Sunday night for a wedding eral
public attitude, is that this
trip in Florida. They will make their home in session will not enact further
Nutley, N. J.
taxes.
°Teachers also want the Legislature to authorize some new
Mr. and Mrs. K. Homra were hosts to a love- inge benefits such as the
ly reception, given at the Strata Club Sunday af- right to negotiate with schoolare on
ternoon, honoring Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Intin- boards. While teachers
strike a cloud dims even this
dola, who were married Sunday morning, and possibility.
Mr. and Mrs. David Homra, who were recently I hope that by the time you
marrred. Dancing was enjoyed during the after- read this letter, teachers are
back In ) the classroom and
noon. Three hundred and fifty guests attended children
are in school. When
the lovely affair.
that occurs, I believe the Legislature will consider in orderly fashion the merits Or the
Jim Bushart was honored with a theatre teachers'
fringe benefit reparty on his seventh birthday Saturday after- quests.
noon, given by his mother, Mrs. Harry L. BusSincerely,
Wendell Ford
hart. The guests were a group of his school
Lieutenant Governor

T.

FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
March 20, 1925
• The Civic Committee of the Fulton Chamber
of Commerce, just elected, includes the followTommy Nall, son of Mr. and Mrs. M.C. Nall ing: R. S. Williams,chairman, Rupert Stilley, Dr.
of Fulton and a junior at Fulton High School, has C. M.Stambaugh,Clint Reeds, R. E. Pierce, Horreturned from Cincinnati where he attended a ace Owen,J. C. Wiggins, C. F. Jackson and Paul
"World Affairs Institute" as-guest of the Fulton Pickering •
Rotary Club.
Margrave-Reynolds Company, of Fulton, is
Stanley Jones is the newly elected president announcing a special sale of dresses for ten days
of the Young Men's Business Club. Other officers only, at the lo.0 price of $1.11 each.
elected to serve the next six months' period were
Sidney Rose, vice president; Orvin Moore, secreN. B. Morris purchased the interest of J. M.
tary, re-elected; Bertes Pigue, treasurer, re-elect- Fry in the shoe firm of Morris & Fry .. . Vest C.
ed, and Joe Cochran, sergeant-at-arms.
Myers has been elected superintendent of the
Fulton City Schools.
The First Christian Church was the setting of
a beautiful wedding Sunday morning, March 12,
Last week was the biggest week of the season
when Miss Adelle Dorothy Homra, daughter of for the dark tobacco growers barn in Fulton, with
Mr. and Mrs. K. Homra, became the bride of 214,495 pounds being taken in up to Friday night.

Letters To Editor
February 20, 1970
Dear Jo and Paul:
Just a note to let you know
that, as of today, my work in
Cineinnati is finished. I'll be returning home Sunday.
So my "new" address will be
Route 7, Owensboro, 42001.
As you might well imagine,
I really do appreciate being
able to keep up on the latest
developments in and around
Fulton.
My brother, Clark, and I are
planning now to go to South
America for about. a month.
Maybe we'll meet some of your
friends.
Stay well. And give my regards to everyone - especially
to "immediate kin!"
As always,
Father Bill (Field)
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Homemakers For Fulton County
Attending State-wide Meeting
"Reaching Toward Tomor- will bring greetings to the
row" will be the theme of the group during this section of
Kentucky Homemakers Asso- the program.
The afternoon program inciation annual meeting in Lexington, March 19-20, according cludes Miss Oliver's presentato Mrs. Catherine Thompson, tion on "The Time and the
Season"; talks by Dr. Doris
County Extension Agent.
Mrs. Thompson said today Tichenor, UK Assistant Directhat 14 Homemakers from Ful- tor of Extension for Home Ecoton County are planning to at- nomics, and Dr. Betty Jean
tend this two-day conference at Brannan, Dean of the UK
the University of Kentucky. School of Home Economics;
They are: Mrs. Truman Bent- and presentation of the two
hall, Mrs. Henry Boesentberg, Master Farm Homemakers for
Mrs. W. C. Tipton, Jr., Mrs. 1969.
At the Thursday night sesBill Holland, Mrs. Roy M.
Taylor, Mrs. Neal Little, Mrs. sion, UK President Otis A.
Erman Workman, Mrs. Tom- Singletary will address the
my Oandurant, Mrs. Billy P. group and a program of music
Threlkeld. Mrs, Wayne Law-" will be _wesented by the Kenreason, Mrs. Johnny P. Wilson, tucky Homemakers' Chorus.
Mrs. Charles Powell, Mrs. Emphasis on the Homemakers'
Clyde Fields, and Mrs. Cathe- membership drive also will be
a part of the program.
rine Thompson.
Friday morning's program
Major speakers for the meeting will be Dr. Walter L. opens with a talk by Dr. CharE. Barnhart, Dean of the
lecles
Thomas, nationally-known
turer and researcher on young College of Agriculture and Dipeople and their values, and rector of the Cooperative ExMiss Margaret Oliver, program tension Service and the Agrileader of the Division of Home cultural Experiment Station at
Economics, Federal Extension the University of Kentucky.
Mrs. Louis B. Nunn, KenService, Washington, D. C.
Another highlight of the tucky's First Lady, then will
program will be the kick-off address the group on "Preserof the Homemakers' member- vation for Tomorrow". Dr.
ship drive, with April designat- Thomas' talk on "Values and
ed as "Join Homemakers' American Youth" will close the
morning session.
Month."
Concluding the conference
The annual meeting opens
Thursday morning, March 19, program will be a luncheon on
Mrs. Wesley Naye o
Friday.
business
Association
with the
session at which Mrs. Earl Louisville, best known as Mary
Friedly, Georgetown, State As- Beth Naye, hostess of the
sociation President, will pre- "Mar of the Town" show on
side. Dr. John Ragland, UK's WLICY-TV, Channel 32, will be
associate dean for Extension, the luncheon speaker.

Busy Girl Scouts Have A Birthday Party

Murray Seniors
Are Practice
Teaching Here
A total of.258 Murray State
University seniors are doing
their student teaching assignments in more than 100 Kentucky and Tennessee elementary and secondary schools
during the first nine weeks of
the spring semester, Dr. Donald A. Jones, chairman of the
of Educational
Department
Services at the Unhiersity, has
announced,

Girl Scouts, in all sizes of their winsome persoruilities have fun at the 58th observance of Girl Scouting. In the photo at left, a group of the lassies surround
little Lori Sams as she helps Mary Caudill, Girl Scout field director enjoy a sip of delicious punch.

Cadette Troop No.50

Anotlietr 152 will complete
their assignments during the
second, nine weeks of the term,
he said The first nine worika
end on March 27, while the
second ends June 5.

Our first official act as Ca- prrty at the J. L. Jones home
Fourteen others, who will be
dettes was during the Banana while we thawed out.
Festival last September when
Since 'each of us had made student teaching on a half-day
will he in their assigned
basis,
we, in cooperation with other two plastic articles while earnlocal girl scout troops, manned ing our badge, we gave these schools for the full 18 weeks of
a booth at downtown Cabana to our parents for Christmas. the spring term.
-City, our purpose being to cxTwice this year we have had
StUOcut tcaciic,s assign
plain girl scouting to anyone a fun-time bowling at Jet ed to schools in Fulton County
interested and to invite them Lanes. Once we bowled on a for their first nine weeks, the
to register at our booli.
Saturday morning, then crass- subjects they are teaching and
One thy last fall while the ed over to the Country Boy and their hometowns are as folsun was still uncomfortably enjoyed a hamburger lunch to- lows:
warm, we met at the Glyn gether.
Fulton County High School:
We have also had a Pet
Bard farm. While our leaders
guarded the refreshments and Show this year with each girl Health and P. E.,- John R.
relaxed underneath a "spread- bringing., and showing off her Pruitt, Clinton: and History,
Wayne W. Lohaus Fulton,
ing" oak tree, we hiked up and own pet
Western Elementary School:
A
down a dusty, sun-drenched
worthwhite-in
Makin. Tiptonlane. This trial hike was to which we are insolved is teach- Grade 1.
limiter us up for a forthcom- ing games and songs to Brown- vine, Tenn.
ing hike at Shiloh Park and to ie Trop No. 235.
In honor of Lord and Lady
gauge our hiking speed.
A few weeks later we made Raden-Powell; founders of girl
it to Shiloh Park and hiked the scouting, we eel e bra led
Mrs. Bill Fenwick, left, and Mrs. J. A. Poe
A birthday party is a happy day at any age.
Fourteen-Mile Military Trail. "Thinking Day" in February.
Though our frisky, early morn- We played a game pertaining
are shown here with Field Director Mary
Here Rene Clark, Melissa Jeffries, Rene
ing pace had slowed to a tired to girl scouting, then some of
Caudill as they serve the many Girl Scouts
Yates and Sandra Thompson watch as Metrudge long before noon, after the girls enacted a skit with two
who attended the party last Thursday afterlissa cuts the pretty cake observing the
representing
Girl
a light lunch and an interest- of them
ing 30-minute movie of the Guides from other countries.
loon.
58th anniversary of Girl Scouting.
Recently we met one day, at
Shiloh Civil War battles, we
were refreshed and soon going the Joe Sanders' home so Mrs.
Another
record mid-year
again. The markers and monu- Sanders could assist us with
ments along the trail gave us our Home Nurse badge. At a class was graduated from Murray
State
University
at the
later
meeting, Mrs. Gerri Brasinteresting historical
many
Cadette Troop 182 of the Ful- lion of the furnace. These girls
well met with us iand helped us close of the fall semester.
facts.
The First District, B & PW
Rita Craven and Fonda
Challenge
the
completed
have
ton Girl Scouts is sponsored by
It was during the Banana finish this badge.
Forty-one
Adams, both from the Fulton Clubs, held its Spring meeting the Business and Professional of Active Citizenship, The Chalstudents
were
Our cookie sales for this year awarded
Festival that our troop -became
area, have been choosen of- Sunday, March In, at the Holi- Women's Club. This troop lenge of Social Dependability
master's degrees and
Brownie Troop 235 meets at interested in plastic arts. Since are completed ond our money 362
apwith
Mayfield,
in
Inn
day
Pi
Omicron
-Alpha
ficers for
undergraduates earned
meets at the First United and will soon complete the the South
Fulton Baptist we wanted to earn a badge not has been turned in to our cookbachelor's egrees. The previous
social sorority at Murray State proximately Ea members from Methodist Church and has a Challenge of Emergency PreChurch, with Mrs. Richard included in our handbook, we ie chairman.
9 clubs in attendance. Special
record
was 31 master's degrees
University.
ages paredness.
Lewis and Mrs. Ben Donaldson decided this could be it. So for
guest speaker for the meeting membership of 17 girls,
On Girl Scout. Sunday we at- and 344 bachelor's degrees last
Two of our girls have been as leaders.
Miss Craven. 1006 West ibird
are:
leaders
The
15.
through
13
Secretary,
the
at
was State Recording
several weeks we met
tended services at the Trinity year.
St., is in charge of rush recreaJr., Mrs. selected to participate in the
They have spent this year Fulton High School Industrial Episcopal Church where we
Miss Carolyn Key from Hop- Mrs. W. L. Jolley,
tion for 1970-71. Daughter of
Jim Owens and Mrs. Joe Weav- Wyoming Trek. Gigi Brock and doing various
No formal mid-year graduaBill
Mr.
with
At
have our weekly meetings.
Building
projects.
kinsville.
Arts
Pattie Jolley will leave Camp
Mr. and Mrs. Harland Craven,
er Hill.
Christmas time they made Robertson so he could instruct
The Princeton and Murray
Anxious to become first class tion exercise is held at MurraN
she is a sophomore majoring in
these girls have been Bear Creek" with thirty other. cookies for Operation Santa us upon working with plastics.
of
Most
girl scouts, we have already State. Students who complete
biology and minoring in chem- clubs entered a contestant for Scouts for five years, having girls on July 23rd as part of a
degree requirements get their
Claus. Christmas candles were Thus. Our Own Troop's Plas"Career Girl", with Murray
istry.
out as Brownies. They Council Trip to the new Center made for their mothers and tic Arts Badge became a real- earned two of the six badges diplomas by mail. They
started
the winner. She will represent
dedicated and enjoy West. which just opened last cuff link boxes for their fath- ity. We had chosen its na,me, required and are working on return at the end of the sprin2
very
are
Miss Adams, Route 4 Hicktwo others.
District I at the State Convensemester in June to participate
man, was chosen corresponding tion in Louisville, May 24-25, helping in their community. summer near Ten Sleeps, Wy- prs. During World' Friendship created its requirements, and
We are looking forward to a in the commencement
enjoy camping and have oming. The girls will spend Week they studied about designed it. We were the first
They
secretary for the organisation.
core
the winners from
with
along
and
Wept
Center
at
hike
week
elected
one
On
sometime
in
was
Cadettes
May
in
at the monies.
participated
A sophomore, she
Brownies in other countries. troop in our neighborhood to Land
the other districts in the state.
to
trips
side
make
also
chairwill
Between
the
Murat
scholarship
Lakes.
Workshop
The
Go.
The
pledge class
They also learned a few foreign develop our own special badge.
Those graduating from Fail
Mrs. Glenda Corum, of the ray State University and plan Mount Rushmore and YellowTroop 50 consists of Kelly
man last year, regional meetAs our service project we
words and some games from
dis- to attend the Cadette Hike stone National Park.
ton County were: Gregory
ing delegate and philanthropic Reidland club was elected
made "Praying Hands" from Sanders, Chris Jones, Pat Robcountries,
other
and
1970-1971,
for
appreciate
All of these girls
Weekend at the Land Between
ertson, Vicki Bard, Karen teon Bransford, Michael Lynn
chairman this fall. The daugh- trict director
For Valentine Day they made white paper, glued them onto
Burnette of the the Lakes May 1, 2nd and 3rd, the help- of the fine people in
Crider, Margaret Jean Everett,
ter of Mr. Robert M. Adams, Mrs. Nancy
blue construction-paper fold- Clark. Ann Holt, Emma Mulred
pin
felt
trimmed
cushions,
was
Club
that
Emblem
Mayfield
feel
We
in
community.
area
this
Where they will have experts
cahy, and Tammy Grooms Bonnie Sue Goodman, John
she is completing an
visit.
we
Christmas
at
then
ers,
with white lace. "Sit upons"
director.
with Mrs. Glyn Bard and Mrs. Ray Hunter, Sylvia Carden
to show them bird banding, they are and will continue to
home economics. Miss Adam-s elected assistant
were made to carry on trips. ed the Fulton Hospital and
Partin, Mary Mitchell Powell,
Members voted to hold next nature lore and a demonstra- be a credit to Fulton.
is also a member of Alpha
presented them to the patients. Ruth Grooms as leaders.
learned
to
They
the
also
set
George Bernard Shaw, Richard
Lambda Delta schoLirshiP so- year's District I meeting in
Fqr Operation Santa Claus
P. S. One of our parents. Mr.
table
avid
properly
practiced
I.ee Statham, and James Chesciety, Kapp Omicron Phi hono- March 1971, with Princeton as
we baked our own cookies, de- Hitt Vobertson, is a member of ter
table
good
manners.
Turner.
rary home economics fraterni- the host club. The place will
corated the cans, packed and the.
rd of directors of Bear
A visit to the Pepsi-Cola sealed them.
ty, and the Home Economic be announced later.
Creek Girl Scout Council. AnOthers graduating from this
plant was very interesting.
Those attending from the
Club.
One evening before Christ- other parent, Mr.' Glyn Bard, area were: Nancy Carol CunFulton-South Fulton Club were,
Selling Brownie cookies and mas we bundled up, lit our can- has been nominated to the ningham, of Dukedom, Tenn.,
Miss Anna Lou Caldwell, Mrs.
calesiders was also one of the dles, and went caroling. Later- same with the election coming and Michael Earl Hamilton of
Zuaneta Phelps, Mrs. Jells
we enjoyed a lovely Christmas up in April.
A modern kitchen is much other electrical units you use projects of this year.
South Fulton, Tenn. Speight, Mrs. Ahda McCoy, more than a room to house the in winter that account for
Mrs. Ruth Puckett, Mrs. Mo- range, refrigerator and sink. most of the increase, according
zelle Green, Mrs. Nancy Wil- It's cheerful, highly attractive, to USDA's Rural ElectrificaMrs. Anna Belie Edwards, and a room many families en- tion.
David Puckett, on of Mr. son,
Mrs. Amalie Pigue and Miss joy using at times other than
The blower on your furnace
and Mrs. Sonny Puckett, of
Amaline Homra.
when meals are being prepared probably uses about 40 kilowatt
Fort Lauderdale. Florida, has
new
a
planning
hours a month and its electric
or served. In
been accepted at Florida Southkitchen or a remodeling pro- control another eight. And you
ern College in Lakeland, Florshould
preference
might use a 12-watt electric
family
ject,
ida.
— Your Problems Bring Answers —
be taken into consideration re- heater, and be adding on anDavid is a senior at Fort
for
space
of
kwh.
inclusion
400
to
200
garding
other
Lauderdale High School and
Dear Readers: In a recent to marvel at the number of Don't telephone them in his
dining, informal entertaining
Dear Ap: She could, but such
Now that the weather keeps
will graduate June 4. He is a
extra storage such as utility you indoors, you're probably column I Madvertantly gave generous men in this world who presence. Visit them in the af- suits are uncommon. In my
member at *a Junior Civitan,
Junoir
twenty-one
Lederof
be
have
ready
to
laundry,
are
eager
and
We
ternoon so he will not feel you opinion, you are worrying
cabinets; areas for
spending more time watching the impression that Josh
Qpill and IWO, the paper Girl Scouts in troop 326 - two
sewing, meal planning, etc. television. An extra hour of berg, Nobel prize winning gen- service. You can imagine how are neglecting him.
about the wrong thing. If it's
staff, presddeal of the Youth sixth graders, one fifth grader
decline
to
me
bum
pains
it
area
much
a
me
given
special
had
and
eticist
space
Extra
I feel sorry for your hus- marriage you want you'd betTV viewing each day might
Ministry Council at Cbrist and the rest fourth graders.
myself
offer.
kind
planyour
steered
be
should
I
so.
Not
steer.
requirements
kwh
ter
worry about the three years
band. He has painted himself
consume an additional 100
Methodist Church, the "Good
We are just completing our
on to that bummer. I apologize
while the overall kitchen a month.
into a lonely corner and will you've wasted. Standard equipNews" singers, is editor of the toymaker badge. The girls have ned
botthe
from
Lederberg
developed.
Dr.
being
to
is
layout
for married men who
ment
in
be,
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end,
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loser.
in
big
was
our
Both
Dear Ann Landers:
Operating your oven during
youth newspaper and
— daughters made bad marriages.
made stuffed kittens and montom of my chriamcsomes
—Mrs. Juanita Amonett,
cheat is a wife in poor health
day and electric blankets
the
the class play during his jun- keys for the misery of the
County Ext. Agent, Courthouse, at night will consume even Ann
The oldest girl is in the middle -Dear Ann Landers: I am a who can't face the blow. Wet
ior year.
First Baptist Church.
Phone
Paducah, Ky. 42001
of a messy divorce. The other career girl in my 40's. I've come to The Club.
more electricity in the winter
He will enter Florida Southon a 442-2718
working
is
girl
Each
months.
ern in September, majoring in badge of her own choosing and
Dear Ann Landers: That let- girl is trying to make the best never married but that doesn't
mean I don't like men. For
English or Social Science.
Confidential to Must - Know
All of this could increase ter from the 20-year-old chick of a situation because she has
we are making plans to all do
An attractive folding screen your electric as much as $7.00 who loves humanity so much a lung condition and five small some strange reason I seem to At Once: The physicians with
the cyclist badge. We are realattracted
be
divorced
to
or
with the same a month, December through she canTsay no to a guy real- children.
whom I consult would not atly looking forward to the LBL can be covered
My husband says as far as he married gentlemen. I am now tempt to
floor covering you use on your March.
ly blew my mind. She said the
make diagnosis
hire in May.
love
in
a
with
city
official.
carpeting
floor. Attach either
through the mail. I urge you
—Barletta Wrather, 209 world needs love and she has a is concerned both girls died
or hard floor covering to Maple Street, Murray, Ky. lot to give. This, she said, was the day .they married against We've been seeing each other to go at once to the County or
VISITING KIN FOLKS
panels of plywood and hinge 42071 Phone 753-1452
her contribution to a troubled his wishes. I told him if he secretly for three years. This is City Health Department. If you
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Cald- them together. This will create
world. The young lady also wants to live that way it's up to the only man I've ever wanted do have VD you must be treatThe News takes pleasure in
stated that she was especially him but I can't disown my to marry. He feels the same ed at once. The symptoms
wishing "Happy Birthday" to well left last Saturday, March a very dramatic corner to your
this
Did you eat breakfast
14, for a two months trip to room by carrying the color and
good to the jerks because they children. Lately he has been about me but his wife is in might disappear but that does
the following Mends:
morning? If your answer is get turned down a lot and they hollering at me because I visit poor health and he must wait not mean you are cured.
March 20: Layne Biacicard; visit their children, as follows: design almost to the ceiling.
— Mrs. Mildred W. Potts, "no", then you're probably need her love more than the Item. He says I'm being dis- until she is strong enough to
March 21: Letha Ann Cashon, Mr. and Mrs. Marvin G. Adon guy who always scores.
yourself
short-changing
loyal to him. He reminds me face the blow.
How will you know when the
Margaret Jones, Chris McKin- tans in Cookeville. Tenn., Mr. La Center, Ky. Phone 665-5671
both nutrients and calories.
My closest friend Who knows real thing comes along? Ask
Snow in
gets turned that I was against the marriwho
jerk
a
am
I
ney: March 22: Dennis Schra- and Mrs. Robert W.
to
breakfast
good
a
need
You
of
and
our
relationship
higher
is
told
Commander
bill
electric
reme
your
If
I
Lt.
but
right,
Miami,
is
which
Ann
too,
ages,
Landers for her booklet
der, Jimmy Powell;
down a lot and I would be ever
after the long
cently that if the man's wife "Love Or Set And How To Tell
March 23: Mrs. James Butts, Mrs. Hendon 0. Wright, Jr., in in the winter, fewer daylight supply energy
if you would send still love them.
grateful
an
night's fast. Even with a late
How can I keep peace with learns of our affair she CHI1 sue The Difference." Send 35c in
me a collect telegram with the
Jae T. Graves, James D. Hicks, Newport Newt, Va., and Mr. hours are only one reason, the
Caldwell U. S. Dept of Agriculture re- snack at night, energy is al- name and address of this great my husband? — Heavy Heart
roe for alienation of affection. coin anct:a long, self-addressed,
J. D. Parham; March 24: and Mrs. Robert W.
morning.
by
gone
most
Is this true? I'd hate to have stamd envelope with your
Thames Powell; March 25: in East Flat Rock, N. C. Later minds homeowners.
humanitarian. I'm sure I can
husband
Your
H.:
H.
Dear
my name dragged through the request.
Mrs.
ard
Mr.
Using
visit
100-watt
for
five
bulbs
—.Maxine Griffin. Federal help her.—J. B. R. of Tampa
Mollie Alexander, David Plzek- they plan to
has no right to demand that mud. Please advise.—AppreAnn Landers will be glad to
e4t; March 28: Betty Matthews, Jack R. Snow, Jr., in Anaheim, two extra hours a day will up Building, Clinton, Ky. 42031
your bill slightly, but it's the Phone — 653-2231
Calif.
Dear J. B. R.: I never cease you not .see your daughters. hensive
help you with your problems.
Dana Puckett.

Rita Craven, Fulton Ladies
Fonda Adams At District
AOP Officers BPW Meeting

Area Students
Graduate From
Murray State

Cadette Troop No. 182

Brownie Troop
No. 235

COFFEE CUP CHATTER

David Puckett To
Study In Florida

Junior Troop
No. 326

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

.2ancie,44
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Introducing Our Churches- God's Agency For Spreading His Love

DEATHS
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• GOOE

Mrs. Hillmi

Mrs. Artie Pflueger Miss Lena McKeen

Mrs. Odell C
Mrs. Augusta
surgery at a
Paso, Texas,
last report
through the oi
gained eonscio
ale Batts and
Paul Winstead
with her in bet
Mrs. Eula
in Detroit witi
Nelson, and d
The Book!
regular visit
Library Statioi
Ciumnigha m's
leaving many
check-up shov,
since the last
Jerry Cumi
been living in
his diScharge I
visited with
Ernestine Rot
before leaving
Germany. He
in Frankfort
present.
Mrs. Loyd V

Miss Lena May McKeen died
Mrs. Artie Pflueger died
Wednesday, March 11, at her Monday, March 16, in Haws
Dresden.
Memorial Nursing Ho m e,
honie in
Funeral services were held where she was transferred following
a fall.
on Friday afternoon, March
Funeral services were held
11th. in the New Hope Baptist
Church, with burial in the Wednesday afternoon, March
church cemetery. Jackson Fun- 18, in Hornbeak Funeral Home
eral Home of Dukedom was in chapel, with Rev. George
Comes, minister of the First
charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Pflueger was 60 and a United Methodist Church, officiating.
Burial was in Green.
native of Weakley County,
leaCemetegy.
Tennessee.
Miss McReen, 98 and a resiSurviving are four sons, Larry Pflueger of Dresden, Rob- dent of Fulton for almost eighty
ert and Tommy Pflueger of years, was born in Dresden,
Martin. and Darrell Pflueger the daughter of the late Dr.
of Watsoniille, Calif.; one sis- John Doak and Laura Taylor
ter. Mrs. Tansil Puckett of McKeen. She moved to Fulton
the 1890's and made her
Dresden; one brother, Ode in
home with_ _her
_sister. Mrs.
Smith of Mayfield, and seven
Lynn Taylor and family.- Since
grandchildreg,
_—ber-sister,
s-death; she-has lived
with her nieces, Mrs. Alex Leneave of Fulton, Mrs. G. W.
Williams of Mayfield, and
Mrs. William Darden of Raton,
Funeral services for Miss N. M.
She was the oldest member
Carolyn Faye Weaks were held
Friday afternoon, March 13, in of the First United Methodist
Church
in Fulton, was a memltarnbeak Funeral It o m e
chapel. with Rev. James Holt ber of the Susannah Wesley
Sunday
School Class and the
Rev. Tommy Perkins of
; Woman's Society of Christian
ficiating. Burial was in John-,
son Grove Cemetery.
•
! Service and was a regular atMiss Weaks, 20, died on tendint until recently. For
Wodne:day afternoon. March many years she was employed
at her home in Smith Ful- in various stores in Fulton.
Surviving are four nieces.
tun.' fal:owing a long illness.
She was born in Feon, the Mrs. Alex Leneave of Fulton,
Mrs. G. W. Wilson of Mayfield,
I Floyd and Verna
Coocland Weaks and l'ad been Miss Laura Mae McKeen of
a re;ident of South l'ulton all Memphis, and Mrs. William
life. She was a member of Darden of Raton, N. M.; two
McKeen
the Johnson Grove Baptist nephews, Sterling
Bennett of Fulton, and Allyn
Church.
McKeen
of
Montgomery,
Ala.;
In addition to her parents.
she is survived by one sister, tome great nieces, one great
Mrs. Ruth Garner of Martin nephew, and several great-grat
and three_half-sisters. Mr,.. Sue nephews and nieces.
Killen of Inkster, Mich., :qrs.
Marie Griggs of Allanla and
• LATHAM
Mrs. Ann Chapman of Martin.
Mrs. W. C. Morrison

Miss Carolyn Weaks

Aunt Izzie Foster has been
ill for the past two weeks. Her
daughter, Mrs. Truman Watts,
Mrs. Frances Pearl Smith of Detroit, is with her.
died Friday morning, March
Oscar Leggins has been in13, in the Fulton Hospital, fol- disposed for several
days. He
k:ming an extended illness.
was able to be out Saturday.
Funeral services were held
Latham and surrounding
Saturday afternoon, March 15, community were shocked and
in Hornbeak Funeral Home grieved at the tragic
passing of
chapel, with Rev. James Best, Mrs. Ardie Pflueger last Wedminister of the First Baptist nesday at her home.
Death
Church, officiating. Burial was was caused by a self-inflicted
in Greenlea Cemetery.
gun shot. She leaves four sons,
Mrs. Smith, 82, was
Rihe dau- Darrell Pflueger of Watsonghter of the late Fr cis Ma- yule, Calif., Robert
and
rion and Frances
ker Sut- Thomas of Martin and Larry
ton, and was born in Curve, of Dresden; one sister,
Mrs.
Tenn. She was the widow of Tansil Puckett of Latham;
a
T. J. Smith. an Illinois Central brother, Ode Smith of
Mayfield,
employee. She made her home and seven grandchildren.
Serwith her daughter, Mrs. How- vices were held at
2 p. m. in
ard Adams at 305 Second the New Hope Baptist
Church,
Street in Fulton. She was a with Rev. Gerald Stow
officiatmember of the First Baptist ing, with interment in the
Church.
church cemetery by Jackson
In addition to Mrs. Adams, Funeral Home of Dukedom.
she is survived by another dauRaymond McNatt is recughter, Miss Anna Watt Smith perating nicely, being able to
of Memphis; two sons, T. J. drive his car, after
having
Smith, Jr., and Wick Smith of surgery on his feet in the VetFulton; seven grandchildren, erans Hospital at Memphis refour great grandchildren and cently.
fifteen nieces' and nephews.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Thomas
and Mrs. Mollibet Simpson
visited Mrs. Imia Harvey over
the week end and report she is
some better.
Funeral services for Mrs. Chess
Morrison
remains
Eva C. King were held Mon- about the same. His visitors
day, March 16, in Hornbeak were Baron Dixon, Mrs. HillFuneral Home chapel, with man Westbrook, Mrs. Terry
Rev. James Best and Rev. Bethel, Mr. and Mrs. Orvon
Gerald Stow officiating. Burial Morrison, Mr. ate Mrs. Harvey
was in the Hickman City Vaughan and Mr. and Mrs.
Cemetery.
Bonnie Cummings.
Mrs. King, 65, died SaturMr. and Mrs. L. D. BOMB, of
day morning, March 14, follow- St. Louis, and Mrs. Brewer, of
ing a heart attack, being pro- Martin, visited Mr. and Mrs.
nounced dead on arrival at the Ulysses Dortch in Latham last
Fulton Hospital.
Sunday.
She was a native of MisMrs. Z. C. Wheeler was carsouri, the daughter of the late ried to the doctor Sunday
James William and Sarah Hil- morning and is reported to
ton Rines. Her husband, John have the flu.
Oliver King, preceded her in
Luke Harvey, of Nashville,
death in 1957. They had lived but formerly from this cornin Fulton 28 years, coming munity, entered Vanderbat
here from Hickman.
Hospital for surgery for vani
Surviving are two daughters, rose veins on Monday.
Mrs. Opal Wiley and Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Griffith,
Mary Elizabeth King of Ful- of Detroit, attended church at
ton; one son, James William Bible Union Church of Christ
King of Fulton, and two grand- last Sunday. They are visiting
ehildren, David Lynn Wiley his sisters, Mrs. Wayne Laws
and Bobby Glenn Wiley of Fur of Latham and Mrs. W. D.
ton.
Winstead of Dukedom.

S.P.I10(

140 Broadwai
Phone
—Armstrong I.
—Vinyl and Ti
—Downs and I
holstering
Ow*
acing Kitch

:

Mrs. T. J. Smith

Rev. Danny Underwood is the pastor

THE WATER VALLEY METHODIST CHURCH
The Water Valley Methodist Church was organized in 1855 by
a group of local merchants and citizens who were unwilling to lave
and raise their families in a community which did not have a
church. The first building was used for forty-eight years. The present building was built in 1903, with an educational department being added in 1962.
Served by thirty-seven pastors, the Water Valley Methodist
Church has presented the Christdad Gospel to the people of Water
Valley and the surrotmding community for eighty-one years. Its
deers are open today, as they have always been, to anyone wishing
to worship God. Sunday School classes are provided for all ages.
The Methodist Youth Fellowship, which supports a Korean orphan,

WATER VALLEY, KENTUCKY
and the Woman's Society of Christian Service meet regularly.
Everyone takes part in the Worship Services, with the junior choir
occasionally singing specials.
An atmosphere of Christian warmth and love will be felt as
you are welcomed by the congregation each time you have the opportunity to worship God with the members of this Church.

This Feature Is Published With The Hope That More PeopleWill Go To Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.

Hickman - Fulton R.E. C.C.

Ray Williams Insurance

"Live Better Electrically"
207 Commercial

Hickman, Ky.

Dan -Cream, Inc.

Park Terrace Motel

Henry I. Siegel Company,Inc.

Restaurant & Gift Shop

Fulton and South Futten

Join us after church on Sunday

a good place to work

472-2430

Liberty Super Market

K-N Root Beer Drive-In

Hornbeak Funeral Home

CLOSED SUNDAY

302 Carr Street

West State Line
Fulton, Ky.

South -Fulton, Tennessee
472-3657

Broadway

So. Fulton

479-1711

Fulton, Ky.

472-1412

J. B. MANESS SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.

want to

has mot

Steel be
7A1
a Magic

8E
9
10
regular

Evans Drug Company
The Revell Stare
216 Lake Street

472-2421

M & B Gulf Station

E. W.James and Sons

Fulton Electric System

Tires, Batteries, Accessories

SUPERMARKETS

Felten, Kentucky

Kentucky Ave. at Reed

472-9060

Hickman

South Fulton

Union City

305 Main Street

472-1362

mission!

actions

Cecil's Garage & Standard Sta.
110 Lake Street

472-9072

The Citizen's Bank
Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky.

136-2655

Fulton

Compliments of

Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.
Kentucky Ave.

— In Operation 68 Years —

Greenfield
Phone 2354193

2D
3s
4',
5R
6si
Full Co

Fulton

472-1471

Fulton Bank
THE FRIENDLY BANK

•

W. D. Powers
Fulton
Phone 472-1853

you as

set of fe

Wheel Alignment & Balancing

Large Display •
* Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •

OINLYINK

Schedule of Services:
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
Worship Service 11:00 a. m and and 4th Sundays
9:00 a. m. 1st and 3rd Sundays
(Photo Courtesy Gambler's Studio)

Mrs. Eva King

Greenfield Monument Works

NM

Archie's Live Stock Barn
Every day we buy & sell all kind of
live stock
Union City — Fulton Hwy.
479-2191

Turner's Pure Milk Co.

Curtis Electric Co.

Henry Edwards Trucking Co.

At the Store—or at your door

Complete Electric Service

MC69492

Fulton, Ky.

47/-3311

124 Morris

471-2173

Clinton, Ky.

653-2771

Mrs. Virginia Jonas on FebruCITY OF FULTON, KENINVITATION FOR BIDS
ary 25th and with Mrs. Emma
NEWS
CAYCE
•
AS
ORDAIN
0
DOES
SPRINGS
AUSTIN
ruocy,
• ROUTE THREE
The City of Fultan (acting FOLLOWS:
Brown on March 5th, to help
By Miss Clarice Bondurant
By Mrs. Carey Frields
Aline Williams
for the Board of Education).
SECTION 1. That the City
them celebrate their birthdays.
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rui_
et
oty
the
.or
ien
erns
c
Fulton, Kentucky, will receive
BOth days were enjoyed and
Rev. Bobby Copeland filled
Mrs. Lurline Cruce and Mrs. they both received nice gifts.
construction of a ton shall cooperate with the
Mr. and Mrs. Don Stark bids for the
Hinny n Westbrook attended
New
at
appointment
the
regular
attended
his
7:30
Jones
put.
es
s
Virginia
until
School
Board of Education of
them many more.
Mrs. Walker new High
near Rush Creek Homemakers Club We wish
• GOOD SPRINGS the meeting of Memphis Pres- visited Mr. andSaturday
night. P. M. CST, on March 31, 1970, tan Independent School His- Salem Baptist Church
Mr. and Mrs. A. Simpson
byterian CPW last Thursday at Mydett a while
Sunday at 11 at the home of Mrs. Donald
past
here
the
Mrs. Hillman Westbrook
of
Board
City
Fulton
the
at
in
conin
respect
every
trict
There was .a public auction
were Sunday afternoon guests
Cenral Cumberland PresbyMabry on Wednesday.
Education Office, Fulton, Ken:nection with the proposed issuof Mr. and Mrs.alLemutil Simpterian Church, Memphis. Mrs. sale at the Clarence Jones
City of Fulton School
Richard Allen 1.7-siter spent
a
week
Mrs. Odell Cantrell, sister of Garret Bailey also made the place Saturday, with a large lucky, at which time the bids ame of
last
of
night
Friday
son, near Fulton.
will be publicity opened and Building Revenue Bonds, pur- the past week end with his shower and tea was given in
Mrs. Augusta Reed, had brain trip, but spent the day with crowd attending.
Mrs. Woody Shelton, of
read aloud, with the said suant to Sections
grandparen's, Mr. and Mrs. the Fellowship Hall of the new Crutchfield, spent several days
162.120
surgery at a hospital in El her daughter, Mrs. Bill Shelton,
Williams,
and Mrs. Jack
Mr,
of
agent
the
as
Lassiter.
acting
At
Board
through 162.300 of the Ken- Mien
Paso, Texas, last week.
Methodist Church here. A nice last week with her aunts, Mrs.
and children.
of Dresden, visited Mr. and the said City for such opening
Grover True has improved
lucky Revised Statutes, to
for the new kitchen Mayme Seearee and Mrs. Eflast report she had come
Jimmie Clapp was honored Mess. Pete Winstead Sunday and reading. The Project con- provide funds to finance the the past few weeks and was lot of gifts
reand
operation
the
through
given. Mrs. Clem Atwill fie Roper.
with a lath birthday supper, and attended church at Old skits of a new High School construction of a proposed new able to attend services at New were
gained consciousness. Mrs. Lizwas the hostess.
We are sorry to hear that
prepared by his grandmother, Bethel with them.
Building containing six gener- thieh school building on a 15 - Salem Baptist Church the past
zie Batts and Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Grace Armstrong, March
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Levine. of Mrs. Keithly Cruce lost heni
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Win- al classrooms, seven special- acre tract on Stephen Beale Sunday, to the delight of all
Paul Winstead flew there to be
Sunday
aunt last week. She lived in
12. Phase enjoying the supper stead and family, of Dresden, ized classrooms, administrative Drive in said City, and this hs m•inv friends in this area. Carbondale, Ill., were
with her in her illness.
night and Monday guests of Clinton, where the funeral and
with him were Roger Hastings, also visited Mr. and Mrs. Pete offices, kitchen. gymnasium,
re
Westbrook
Lucille
Mrs.
City Commission agrees to Co.
Mrs. Eels Nelson is visiting David Matz, Sharon and Cathy Winstead Sunday.
burial were held. Mrs. Cruce's
Mr. and Mrs. A. Simpson.
locker rooms, and other ser- operate; with the Board in the turned home the past week, atin Detroit with her son, Hilton Tibbs. He received a number
Mrs. Mayme Scearce, who mother and brother, of Ohio,
Utah
remains
in
areas,
visit
Yates
weeks
storage
Pernie
and
vice
several
ter
Mrs.
for
construction
advertisement
Nelson, and daughters.
has been a patient in the Bap- attended and visited with Mr.
at cards and nice gifts.
Proposed forms of the Con- bids, letting of contracts, and
about the same, in the Fulton
and Mrs. Cruce a short while.
The Book Mobile made its
including any and all other action neces- was her first visit with her relDocuments
Mrs. A. C. Bell was moved Hospital.
tract
home and feeling some better.
regular visit to the Regional from
Fulton Hospital to
and Specifications are wary and desirable in connec• olives in several years.
Plans,
Cannon,
Elmer
'Mrs.
and
Mr.
recovery.
We wish her a speedy
Library Station at Mrs. Winnie Haw's Nursing Home SaturMrs. If. Clay McConnell of
Biology Up-To-Date
Moody and on file at the office of Peek As- tion with such school building
Cuannigham's last Wednesday, day, where she is receiving Mr. and Mrs. Revel
James McMurry is improv• t pursuant to such pro- Chicago arrived Friday for a
Williams sociates, Inc., 801 Citizens Droned
Everett
Mrs.
and
Mr.
The
books.
new
leaving many
Teacher — How many sexes
for an injury to her visited Mr. and Mrs. Walker Bank Building, Paducah, Kee- cedure as is requested by 'the week end visit with her dad, ing nicely, following surgery in
treatment
check-up showed over 300 read back.
17. the Jackson, Tenn., hospital. are there'?
Mydett in Water Valley Friday lucky, and may be Obtained at- Board. in accordance with said Will J. Reed, of District No.
since the last visit.
Little Boy — Three.
home Tuesday We hope he will soon be home
ter February 27, 1970.
She
Guests at the home of Mr. evening for a while.
Statutes.
him a speedy ee
-Teacher — What are they?
Jerry Cummings, who has and Mrs. Garrett Bailey SunDocuContract
the
of
Copies
week
sill
.
i
return
thw
o
pursuant
That
2.
SECTION
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Williams.
Little Boy — The male 88X,
alid w.gh
been living in Memphis since day were: Mrs. Lorene RushMrs. Addle Frields will cele- covery
-11Y—ter—K-R8-162-.160, and Nrstiant
attended church meats may -be--obtamedThe Birthday Club met with the female sex and the insects.
Isis discharge from the service, ing and Lillian Newton of of Mayfield,
d visit- General Contractors by de- to the recommendation of the brate her 90th birthday WdSunday
Bethel
visited with his mother, Mrs. Jackson; Mr. and Mrs. John at Old
$100.00 with the Arehi. Board of Education, the City nesday. March 18, at the home
with Mr. and Mrs. Everett Positing
Ernestine Roberts, last week, Mathis and Mrs. Carl Medlin ed
Williams in the 'afternoon. They tent for each set. Bid deposit Commission does hereby select of children, Mr. and Mrs. Earl
before leaving for Frankfort, of Sedalia; Andy and Miss
will be refunded to each Bid- and employ PECK ASSOCI- Mitchell, in Paducah. Mrs.
by the hospital on the
Germany. He will marry a girl Rachel Mathis of Farmington, went
der ivho returns Plans. Sped- ATES, INC., Architects, P. 0. Frields is about as well as
way home, as Alice had a
at
there
live
and
in Frankfort
and Mr. and Mrs. Bill Shelton, in her side all day. The doctor
Box 425, Paducah, Kentucky usual and has escaped the colds
present.
to the Archi- 42001, ,as the Registered Archi- and flu. She is receiving cards
Valerie and Rob of Memphis.
gall bladder in good condition
Mrs. Loyd Watkins and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Bailey will leave said she had
1970.
13,
tee,)
by
April
.tect to prepare the plans and of congratulation, which she
trouble and kept her in the lof the dacumen's will specifications for the construe- enjoys very much.
Tuesday for Detroit, Where he
pital. We do hope she can soon
Mrs. Harvey Donaho return.
also be on file at the following tion of said school building prowill be employed.
be out again.
The surprise at Good Springs
ject, and does further approve ed home from the Baptist Hoshome, plan rooms:
been
has
Hedge
Neal
F. W. Dodge Corporation
last Sunday was a "This Is with the flu, this past week.
the plans and specifications pitial a week ago, where she
put on by
Louisville, Kentucky
Mrs. otarewe
Mr. and
heretofore prepared by said had vein surgery. She is doing
140 Broadway, South Fulton Your Life" program,
Evansville, Indiana
the Young Adults, honoring French visited with Mr. and
Architect and heretofore ap- nicely and all friends hope her
Phone 479-1864
convalescent days won't be
St. Louis, Missouri
Mrs. Win ni e Cunnnigham, Mrs. Alford Colley Sunday af.
proved by said Board,
—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
Nashville, Tennessee
whom all of us love and appreSECTION 3. That the Mayor long.
ternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Bynum
Memphis. Tennessee
ciate.
and the City Clerk are hereby
—Vinyl and Tile
Mr. and Mrs. James Moore
Associated General
authorized and directed to ex- were hosts to their family dinand faintly - visited with Mr.
—Downs and McGee Carpeting
Contractors
ecute a contract employing nor the past Sunday. Those atBLOW MONEY! 's
and Mrs. Clarence French a
—Upholstering, Modern and
Memphis, Tennessee
said Architect to supervise the tending were Mr. and Mrs.
while Sunday evening.
do
"What
to
wife:
Husband
Paducah, Kentucky
Antique
construction of said school Sam Mathis and daughters,
If anyone sees N. C. Dalton
say we take this money
you
A satisfactory bid bond exe- building, in addition to the pre- Sammie Jane, Liz and Becky;
—Viking Kitchen Carpeting
Dalton's
we have saved toward a new riding around the
mow_ ruled by Bidder and of accept- paration of such plans and Mr. and Mrs. Larry Hawks
lawn
yellow
his
Store
on
car and blow it on a movie?"
(RAM
in an amount specifications, in accordance and Miss Margaret Bynum.
er, he isn't mowing, he is tak- able sureties
Hiram Walker's
Bro. Dennis Crutchfield filled
WALKER
equal to five per cent (5%) of with such form of Contract as
ing his grandson for a ride,
the bid shall be submitted with has been approved or as may his regular appointment at
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Dell
.111;
.
•••.1
each hid.
be approved by said Board of Knob Creek Church of Christ
French visited Mr. and Mrs.
the past Sunday at 11 a. m.
The successful Bidder will be Education.
Clarence Freneh a while Satworevening
the
.at
also
for
required to furnish and pay
SECTION 4. That said ap. and
urday.
Performance Bond proved plans and specifications ship service: Bible School is
Wendell French. of Fort satisfactory
Pa)' shall be immediately filed in held at 10 a. m.
Material
and
and
Labor
Campbell, spent the week end
Come over to the taste
The absence of my news
ment Bond in the amount of the office of the City Clerk, as
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
items last week was due to the
. % of the Contract. .as .pro- required by KRS 162.160.
of Ten High, a true
Glen Dell French, and was 100
Rock,
. tri the Specifications.
vided for
SECTION 5. That after said fact that.I.was in
visited by his grandparents
Bourbon of Hiram
sister,
with
my
Attention is called to the fact duly approved plans and ape- Tenn., visiting
Sunday morning.
Walker character and
that not less than the minimum cifications have been filed in Mrs. Roy Hammett, and Mr.
B6 PROOF
e salaries and wages as set forth the office of the City Clerk, the Hammett, who reside on their
quality. Sip it slow and
Road.
Rock-Vale
Hollow
farm,
be
shall
myt WA LkEr,ps,
Specifications
the
in
City Clerk shall advertise for
easy. You'll be doubly
paid on this project. Payroll bids for the construction of I had a nice visit, the first for
, .
glad you joined us—
accounting will be inspected by said school building project in some time. The I-Fammetts
for April
the architect,
the form previously approved have a trip planned
when you remember
The Owner reserves the right by said Architect and the form 3rd, when they will visit in
•In•M•111
•••
TEI4 H
Ten High's welcome
to reject any or all bids or to of which advertisement is at- Arlington, Va., house guests of
SrAAIOHT
waive any informalities in the tached to the Minutes of the children, Mrs. Kenneth Meaprice!
bidding. No bid shall be with- Meeting at which this Ordin- dows and little daughters,
Wilict
drawn for a period of sixty ance is enacted and is hereby Kenda and 'Neese. Sgt. MeaYour best bourbon buy
days (60) subsequent to the approved by this City Corn- dons is in Saigon, serving a
tour of duty in the armed
opening of bids without the con- mission
forces. He stays until the first
sent of the Owner.
SECTION 6. That the City
of June and expects to be home
CITY OF FULTON
Commission does hereby acagain. His first tour was two
FULTON, KENTUCKY
cept the offer of said Board of
inyears Thailand a few years
NELSON A. TRIPP
Education to convey the site of ago, where his family was with
86 proof • Haan) Walker & Sons Inc Pe
.
MAYOR
new school
said proposed
BARBARA RICE
building to the City and to lease him'
CITY CLERK
said new school building from
MARCH 16, 1970
the City under a Contract, •
Lease and Option of the kind'
ORDINANCE OF THE CITY provided in KRS. 162.140.
CITY
THE
OF
COMMISSION
SECTION 7. That the 1 City
OF FULTON, KENTUCKY, Commission shall, at the time
PROVIDING FOR THE CITY of, or subsequent to, the acOF FULTON TO COOPERATE ceptance of the best construcWITH THE BOARD OF EDU- tion bid, provide for the adverCAPION OF THE FULTON tisement, issuance and sale of
INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISsufficient amount of School
Year after year. No other car in Chevrolet's field gives
CONNECTION
IN
TRICT
Building Revenue Bonds, supyou as much back on your initial investment.
ISPROPOSED
THE
WITH
plemented by any other funds
SUANCE OF SCHOOL BUILD- available, if any, to finance the.
BONDS,
REVENUE
Deep down value. Exclusives like flush-and-dry rocker panels and an extra
ING
total cost of said school buildPURSUANT TO SECTIONS ing project.
set of fenders keep Chevrolet looking good longer.
162.120 THROUGH 162.300 OF
SECTION 8. That all moTHE KENTUCKY REVISED tions. resolutions, ordinances
Smooth,smooth ride. Because of Chevrolet's computer selected springs,
FINANCE
STATUTES, TO
or orders, or parts thereof, in
Full Coil suspension and advanced body mourAing system.
THE CONSTRUCTION OF A conflict herewith, are to the
NEW HIGH SCHOOL BUILD- extent of such conflict hereby
Impressive styling. The impression is that it's an expensive car, if you
ING IN THE CITY OF FUL- repealed, and this Ordinance
want to make an impression.
TON, THE COST OF WHICH shall take effect and be effecBUILDING IS TO BE DE- tive immediately after its enFRAYED THROUGH THE IS- actment and approval.
Result? Room to stretch out or to sit tall. Chevrolet
SUANCE OF SAID BONDS;
Enacted and approved this
has more front leg room than any other car in its field.
SELECTING AND EMPLOY- 16th day of March, 1970.
FOR
ARCHITECT
THE
ING
NELSON A. TRIPP
Chevrolet puts more between you and the outside.
OF
PREPARATION
THE
Mayor, City of Fulton, KenSteel beams built into every door.
PLANS AND SPECIFICATCERTIFICATION
IONS HERETOFORE PRE- tucks,
PARED; APPROVING THE
It's unfortunate other cars in Chevy's field don't have
Attest:
EMLOYMENT CONTRACT OF
BARBARA RICE
s Magic-Mirror finish because it sure keeps its shine.
SUCH ARCHITECT; ACCEPTCity Clerk
THE
OF
OFFER
THE
ING
I. the undersigned, hereby
Chevrolet's standard 350-cubic-inch V8 runs on
BOARD OF EDUCATION TO certify that I am the duly qualregular fuel. Plus there are five more engines available.
CONVEY SAID PROPERTY ified and acting City Clerk of
TO THIS CITY AND TO the City of Fulton, Kentucky.
BUILDING; that the foregoing Ordinance is
SAID
LEASE
Of colors. Of accessories. Of engines. Of transAND AUTHORIZING THE AD- a true copy of an Ordinance
missions. Of fabrics. And of models. There are nine big Chevrolets alone.
VERTISEMENT FOR BIDS duly enacted by the City ComFOR THE CONSTRUCTON OF mission of said City. signed by
Something a new "something else" can't claim. If
the Mayor of said City, and atSAID BUILDING.
actions speak louder than words, doesn't this say something to you?
WHEREAS, the Board of tested under Seal by me as City
Education of the Fulton Inde- Clerk at a properly convened
pendent School District, on meeting of said City CommisMarch 9, 1970, adopted a Reso- sion held on March 16, 1970, as
lution requesting the City Com- shown by the official records
mission of the City of Fulton of said City Commission in my
to cooperate with said Board custody and under my control
in the issuance of certain School that said Ordinance has been
Building Revenue Bonds to fi- ordered to be published as renance the construction of a new quired by law, and that said
high school building to be lo- Ordinance has been duly recalls when long distance rates are low...
cated on a 15 - acre tract on corded in the official City Dial your lovin' phone
Stephen Beale Drive in the Orciinanee Book of said City. tonight and all weekend long.
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
City of Fulton, and
Impala Custom Coupe
WHEREAS, the Board has witness my signature as City
requested that the City Com- Clerk, and the official Seal of
mission take certain action of said City, this 16th day of
the form hereinafter set out, March, 1970,
BARBARA RICE
NOW, THEREFORE, THE
Putting you first,keeps us first. MEW
•
City Clerk
• CITY COMMISSION OF THE
pain

S.P. MOORE & CO.

Join us
fora true
Bourbon
Ten High

LJJ

any.
choir
as
• op-

KEG

10
resounding reasons
why you should buy
a new Chevrolet
instead ofa new
somethingelse:

In

Co.

1Higherresalevalue.
2
3
4
5Massive interiors.
6Side-guard beams.
7Minis!'thatlasts.
8Exceptional engines.
9liremendousselection.
10 America'sfavorite.

You need afriend now.
They're allsofaraway.
Call,gettendercomfort
cause it been a long hard clay.

South Central Bell

Area Students
On Dean's List
At Murray U

WILLIAMSON

—
(Continued from Page one)

WEATHER REPORT

the loss of a valuable citizen.
Gene Williamson was die
only child of Mr. and Mrs. Herm -in Williamson of Georgetown, Ky. He came by his love
for things agricultural naturally, having been born on a
farm; his characteristic of
careful planning and vision he
gat naturally, too, from his
mother, who taught school for
more than twenty-five years.
He finished high school in Scott
County and later attended
Eastern College at Richmond,
Ky., and the University of
Kentucky, where he majored
in commerce.

(From current readings and
records of Jim Hale, South
Fulton.)
-Date High Low
Prnelp.

tor in the Community Concert
Association and was greatly
instrumental in its organization in Fulton.
When the press of business
affairs would •ease up a little,
he liked to hunt, but there was
not an awful lot of hunting.
Within the confines of his home
he found all the necessities for
complete happiness and relaxation
he was truly a family

P-6 Fulton Co. News, Thursday, March 19, 1970
known in grain and teed trade
circles and was a chanter
member of the Mid-South
Grain and Soybean Association,
which he helped organize and
of which he served as president for the past two years.

was then moved to Georgetown,
Ky., where graveside services
were conducted on Wednesday
afternoon and burial was also
there.
Surviving are his mother,
Mrs. Ruth Williamson, of FulFuneral services were held ton; his wife and one daughter,
Tuesday afternoon, March 17, Janet, both of Fulton; two
in Hornbeak Funeral Home 9mid, GarY Williamson
of
Frankfort and Greg of Lexingchapel, with Rev. Ellis
Veale....'on, and one granddaughter,
pastor of the First Christian
Arma Kristen Williamson of
Church, officiating. The body Frankfort

A total of 931 fall semester students at Murray State UniverMARCH 1970
sity have been listed on the
44
36
.. .3 rain
Dean's List to establish a new 11
12
38. 32
.3 rain, snow
record high-of full-time honor--13
43
29
(tr) 13110W
students for the fail term.
44
32
(tr) snow
Ile a a, niarried to the forRegistrar Wilson Gantt said 14
15
43
23
0
mer Vivian Luttrell, daughter
the total surpasses the prev16
42
21
(tr)
snow
of Ir. and Mrs. J E. Luttrell
ious mark of 911 students for
36
31
1.1 snow, rain
of Georgetown. During World
the fall semester of the last 17
War II.,be served with the
school year. The all-time seFIVE YEARS AGO
Army Air Corps in the radar
mester record for the Dean's
MARCH 1965
divisicaL
List was set in the spring of
1969 when 965 students earned 11
51
His first job in the business
26
(tr) rain CLASSMATES, schoolday sweethearts and
He was a member of the
a
working
team
that distinction.
12
55
world was with the milling
37
.3 rain
log a soan of neat+. SO years in Greenfield (Tenn) and in firm he represented in Fulton. First Christian Church, past
56
30
0
Included among those on the 13
president of the Chamber of
Dispersion Sale Of Registered Angus Cattle
58
30
.1 rain Fulton: Dr. and Mrs. L. A. Perry pause for a moment as they There he learned the business Commerce, past president of
honor roll for the fall term are 14
66
32
from the ground up and when the Fulton Country
90 students with a perfect 15
0
kayo their office for the last time.
(Se* story).
Club, mem16
71
the
local
46
was
mill
purchased
(tr) rain
scholastic standing of all A's.
ber of the Rotary Club, Ameri68 42
Enrollment for the fall se- 17
Dr. Perry has kept up with from the Browders, he was can Legion and Roberts Lodge
'a rain PERRYsent
as
its
here
manager.
The
mester at Murray State was
advances in his profession
No. 172, F&AM, and was one
NINE YEARS AGO
1 (Co-ffnaJd Ir.m Parr One) with yearly post-graduate planning, the building, the pro- of Fulton's
7,256.
most civic minded
MARCH 1961
To be named to the Dean's
On Farm 6 Miles North CN Union City, Tenn.
courses all through the years. gress were all dreamed and and popular individuals.
who preceded me. He, in turn, Akhought
executed by Gene. His wife
List at Murray State, a stu
he
has
closed
his
of11
Hwy. 116. Ky. - Tom. State Line Road
74
39
0
had
followed
another
den*
in
remarked that "he eats, sleeps
He was r rtive and wellmust make at least a 3.30 ade 12
62
54
1.5" rain that location; I guess that there fice here, he started that he and breathes
the milling busipoint average of a 4.00
On Tenn. Performance Test Program
'- 13
6
46
.5 rain has been a dental office over planned to continue work "just ness" and often when he is adbility.
a little bit" making examina14
64
43
Accredited For TB and Brucellosis
0
the City National Bank since
Among those listed from 15
tions for the County Health dressed at mealtime and an
57
41
.6 rain 1900."
• 23 Bulls—including Ank. Puritan (1/3 int. & possession)
answer
was
not
forthcoming,
Fulton County are:
Department
in Hickman.
16
58
34
0
Mrs. Williamson and the chilBetty J. Beadles, Margaret 17 .54
Ank. Jingo 51, Eileenmere K T 66 & other good bulls
36
Commenting on today's tools His hobby, quite naturally, is dren dismissed the
(tr) rain
slight, for
Everett, Michael Hamilton,
and techniques as compared woodworking, and he expects Gene
•
105
Cows — 50 with calves — 24 2-yr. old heifers bred to
was
probably
thinking
Avery L. Hancock, Deborah B.
with the 1932 era, Dr. Perry to be able to give a aot of out an
important problem of
Hawley, Donna C. Howell, SylAnk. Puritan — 12 open heifers ready to breed
time
stated
to
that
it,
especially
one
cabinet"would
never
No Good At All
the mill.
via C. Jetton, Letha E. Langrecognize some of the old tools work and furniture.
ford, Lynne D. Lech, Brenda
Mrs. Skjold—Dear, did you Of the dental profession. "I "And", he twinkled,"I
He was a dynamo of energy
might
M. Nanney, Judy A. Olive, notice the handsome
Mr. & Mrs. Parnell Garrigan & Robert
fur coat started out with a bunch of like to go out and buy a little and a fiend for relaxation. He
Charles Pawiukiewicz, Cheryl worn by the young lady
in hand instruments and a foot land; I think I would call it loved good music, classical and
Owners — Route 4, Hickman, Ky.
Underwood, Donna G. Wall, front of us in church today?
semi-classical and his favorite
operated engine (drill)," he 'Toothaeres' ".
and Cecelia E. Wright.
Phone Jordan, Ky. 502-883-5077
composer
was Chopin. He could
Dr. and Mrs. Perry, who
Mr. Skjold — No, I'm afraid commented. "We also wed
Floyd Dievert — Danville, Ky. — Sale Manager
I didn't. I was dozing most of rubber for dentures in place of have no children, live in Ful- listen to the Polanaise for
KNOWS IT ALL
hours on end. He was a directhe plastics that we do now." ton at 200 Third Street.
the time.
At twenty a man thinks he
can save the world; at thirty
Mrs. Skjold — Huh, a lot of
GRAVES—
he's tickled if he can save part good it does you to go to
(Continued front Paw ono
of his salary.
church.
judgeships had been budgetee
The following were patients
this year by Gov. Louie B
in the Fulton hospitals on WedNunn.
nesday, March 18:
Graves answered claims 'fir'
the population of the two r';-.
&lets wasn't sufficient for tw
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
judgeships by saying: "Popu'.'Jerry Lee Smith, Guynell tion is not necessarily the de
•Tucker, Mrs. Ronald Green, ter.-slitting factor . . . the dls
Mrs.Sam Taylor, Fulton; Mrs. tance a judge must travel--;
Henry Sills, James Hickman, the important factor."
Howard Atkins, J. E. Bennett, Graves pointed out th-'
John Cruce, Mrs. Howard At- Judge Tio'on. commonweal"
kins, Mrs. Bob McKnight, Win- ,-"ornev L. M. Tinton Reed e'
ston Lucy, South Fulton; Mrs. Mayfield and the first distri,
Thurman Vaughan. Wingo; Bar Association were for e•
„Glenn Roberts, Dukedom; Cur- bill.
tis Rice, Hickman; Mrs. WilAnother judicial district pro
liam Stroud, Ray McWhorter, posal involving Western Ken
Clinton; Mrs. Hoover Nunley, tucky may go into law at
Martin; Mrs. Larry Hicks, session. It is Senate Bill 2/
Mayfield: Mrs. J. A. Galloway, sponsored by Sen. Bill Sullivar
Benton; Mrs. Sam Mathis, Se- of Henderson.
dalia.
The bill would make Hend.-r
son County a separate distric'
and put Crittenden. Union 'an?
FULTON HOSPITAL
Webster in another district
Crittenden now is in the din
Mrs. Rebecca Conn and baby, trict with
Hopkins and Cald.
Sam Notes, Mrs. Myrtle Cur- well. Sullivan's
bill would makr
sey, Wales Austin, Mrs. Maude
Hopkins and Caldwell a separMatheny, Winfrey Ray, Mrs.
ate district too, but the shuf
Sara Brown, J. S Mullins, fling
would require only onr
Mrs. Etha Jones, Mrs. Frank new judgeship—at
Henderson.
Heflin, John Smith, Miss Ruth
It was learned reliably tha'
ORANOE-MARMALADE NUT BREAD
COCONUT CUSTARD PIE
'Terry, Raymond Pewitt, Mrs.
Each serving 110 calories
Gov. Nunn favors Senate
Each serving contains 179 calorim
Jewell Bolton, Fulton; Mrs.
2 cups sifted flour
24 and two other bills creatinr
1 serving = 1/
2 cup milk, 1 meat exchange, 2 fat
tsp. baking powder
Reba Marrow and baby, Mrs.
exchange
judgeships in Jefferson County
tsp. baking soda
22/3 cups milk
Guide Travis, Mrs. Novella
14 tsp. salt
House Bill 148 would have
wino
LS cup evaporated
Watson, Lafayette Patterson,
1 this. non-caloric sweetener
become law Jan. 1, 1971, wit?
1 egg
1/4 tsp. salt
Mrs. Viola Robinson, Horace Gov.
2 tbls. melted butter
Nunn making appoint
1 tsp. vanilla
1
tblit,
non-caloric
sweetener
Reams, Mrs. Archlie Hornsby, ments
dash nutmeg
VS cup dietetic orange marmalade
of a, Graves County
c. toasted coconut, fresh or unsweetened
South Fulton; Mrs. Lovie judge
14 cep chopped walnuts
and a commonwealth's
Scald milk. Combine eggs, sweetener, salt
Riley, Mrs. Wattle Wilson, attorney
Combine flour, baking powder, soda, and
for the other fouand vanilla and blend well. Slowly add
Mrs. Radie Carter, Mrs. counties.
salt In mixing bowl. Combine milk, eggs, butscolded milk and beat slightly. Pour into
ler, sweetener; add to flour mixture. Stir unRachel Davis, Clinton; Mrs.
well-greased 8-inch pie plate. Sprinkle with
til
all
flour
is
dampened.
Fold in marmalade
Maude Woodruff, Mrs. Ann Arnutmeg. Balm 450°F., 5 minutes then 350*F.,
and chopped nuts, mixing as little as posrington, Hickman; Mrs. Mable
15 minutes or until knife inserted near center
sible. Spoon batter into lightly greased 9 x
Laird, Dukedom; Jesse Hicks, (Continued From Paw One;
comes out clean. Cool; garnish edge with
x 3 inch loaf pan. bake at 350*F., I hour
You've never tasted fudge like FUDGE FUN.
toasted coconut. (6 servings)
Mrs. Jim Cole, Mrs. Pernie
40 minutes. Cool before slicing. (12 servIt's like good old-fashioned fudge whipped
Yates, Water Valley; J. W. The public speaking contest
ings)
JELLIED SPRING VEGETABLE SALAD
to a super-soft creamy texturkby Pangburn's
McClanahan, Kenneth McClan- is sponsored on the State leve'
IC calories per serving
EVAPORATED MILK
ahan. Crutchfield; Billy Hol- by the Union 011 Company and
1 Ibis. unflovered
exclusive Swiss Whip process. Then-each
Few drops green food
gelatin
Evaporated milk lust as it pours from the
coloring
lingsworth, Mrs. Katie Henry, the awards were made by J. N.
luscious piece is dipped in fresh Pecans and
1,4 cup cold water
1 cup cottage cheese
con; um it in louses or gravies; as a binder
Ries,
a
sales
representative
2 cups boiling water
Columbus; Mrs. Lady Rose
1
cup
diced curvmber
pure Chocolate. It's funtastic.
In
meat
logdn,
hamburgers,
newt balls; in
1/2 tsp. salt
1 mg sliced rodishes
Cope, Mrs. Mable Woodside, with the company.
1/
4 cup lime Wins
mashed potatoes; in candies and frosting and
/
1
4 cup sliced scallions
2
tsp.
non-catork
Murray; James Stairs, Wingo;
for dipping chicken pieces, fish, drops or cutsweetener
Mrs. Maggie Jones, Mayfield;
lets when coating with crumbs; for salad
BRING THIS AD TO OUR CANDY DEPT.
GIRL SCOUTS —
Soften gelatin In cold water; dissolve in
dressing; for chiffon pie fillings; for frozen
Mrs.
Margaret
Hall,
Union
Good for 500 on purchase of Pangburn'S
boiling water. Add salt, lime juice, sweeten(Continued rrom Page one,
salads and desserts.
Satisfy your sweet tooth and
City; Harry Fields, Martin.
er, and coloring. Chill until mixture begins
Fudge Fun at regular price of $ 1 .59.
For general use, evaporated milk can be reto thick•n. Fold in remaining Ingredients.
ment ever since she first enyour
calorie
counter
with
time
turned to its original volume by the addition
Chill until set In a 5 to 6 cup mold. (9
tered the patrol back then
of an equal amount of water.
dairy low-calorie recipes.
Come in today. Offer is good only while our
servings)
She has been extremely active
present stock lasts.
as an adult leader. For her
dedicated service she was given
the "Thanks Award" in 1965.
'Martha remembers too, what
a tragedy it was for the "little
girls" when, in the dark de"The Ransil Store"
ANDREWS
pression of the early '30's the
bank
closed and they lost their
Lake Street
Fulton
472-2421
Jewelry Company
entire treasury of funds
all
of four dollars.

KEN TEN ANGUS FARM

Wednesday, March 25, 10 A. N.
HICKMAN, KY,

- —
Complete Roof
Planned Protection
See us for - - Your insurance Needs
RICE AGENCY
Fulton 472-1341

Herd

HOSPITAL NEWS

We'll pay you
to try new ...

the creamiest fudge you ever tasted.

Evans Drug Store

and
Kentucky's
most
beautiful
ladies are on
dairy
diets!
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Fate Of SB 139
Uncertain After
Veto By Governor
- Another fascinating chapter has
been added to the history of 'Senate Bill 139, which would increase interest rates on bank loans - Gov. Louie B. Nunn has
vetoed it with only a bare explanation.
"It is my considered opinion
that this bill is not in the best and news reports tnis week that
for Demointerest of the people or the bankers were tapped
while the
economy of the state of Ken- cratic campaign funds
in the
tucky," Nunn said late Friday. bill was having difficulties
legislature.
What happens next? Nobody
They indicated the Republican
seems sure. A counter-move, if governor was concerned that
any, is up to the General AsSenate' Bill 139 would raise the
sembly.
cost of living and that it was
The measure would have discontrary to the trend of declincarded all interest rate limitS
ing interest rates around the naon bank loans above $7,50) and tion.
raised to 9 per cent the permis- The veto and message were
sible interest ceiling on loans
released after the legislature
under that amount.
had gone home for the weekend.
Bankers Plead
Ford Refuses 13111
business
other
Bankers and
Democratic Lt. Gov. Wendell
for
been
crying
have
Interests
Ford later refused to accept desuch leislation for a year. They livery of the bill and message
even asked the governor once to from an aide to the governor,
call a special session to enact it. contending he could do so only
Nunn's aides said there was when the Senate is in session.
no connection between the veto
Ford said he does not interpret his refusal as a voiding of
the veto.
INSIDE LATEX
In any event, the point is a
WALL PAINT
mere technicality. The General
Assembly will get the word ofBEST
GOOD
ficially on Monday.
It then has three choices: aceliminate the need for a constiGallon
Gallon
tutional majority -which is 51
in the House and 20 in the SenLATEX
OUTSIDE
ate.
On the other hand, It would
HOUSE PAINT
have to be done quickly because
White & 4 Colors
no bill can be passed In fewer
than five days and that's all the
time left in the 1970 regular session.
Although the governor's office
denied it had considered any
news stories on his veto action,
Lake St. - Fulton, Ky.
reports persisted that there was
Indeed a link.

$3.99

$2.99

$2.99 Gal.
Railroad Salvage
Company

% VISIT

OUR

LOUNGE

DINE and DANCE
The Evening Place To Be
PIZZA-CHICKEN-BAR-B-(1
OPEN
3 P. M.

RAYS

779T3E82

DISCOUNT PRICES
Quality Mobile Homes
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Voters May Decide On Appointment,
Rather Than Election Of School Chief

Zute & 25adece
at the CELLAR LOUNGE
Open 5: p. m. to Midnight
Maggie Lee & The Percussions

Davis, DThe bill, sponsored by Lexing Sen. Georgia M.
FRANKFORT, Ky.
Sen. Francis M. Burke, 0Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday nights
chairman of the SenA proposed constitu t ion al Pikeville, who offered the floor ton Democrat C. Gibson Down Louisville,
ComWelfare
and
amendment providing for ap- amendment, said the measure ing, would permit graduates ol ate Health
The Midnight Aces
made the motion to repointment rather than election now would give the people accredited law schools to servc mittee,
Friday Nights
commit the measure, saying its
of the state superintendent of greater control over their school the internship in a licensed law
was the outlawing OT
public instruction may gain a system. He said the people office before being granted a purpose
Herb Cathey & The Classics
chiropractic doctors.
place on the 1971 ballot if it would be far more familiar with license by the Court of Appeals
With only five days of the legSaturday Nights
meets House approval and is board members if they were
the
the
thought
Downing said he
islative session remaining,
signed by Governor Louie B. elected.
an archaic method to bill probably will die in the
exam
TERRACE in South Fulton
THE
PARK
Nunn.
Sullivan added that the con- determine what a student has
committee. It was backed by
901-479-1321
Telephone
AssociaThe bill, sponsored by Sen. stitutional amendment, if pass- learned in law school.
Medical
the Kentucky
William L. Sullivan, D-Hender- ed by the voters, would help
tion
planning
debate,
After sonic friendly
son, was passed in the Senate provide for long-range
the measure, SB 379. was deFriday by a 31 to 4 vote after of education in Kentucky.
superinstate
the
added
Because
feated by a 17-21 vote.
a floor amendment was
Save the big ones! Enter them in Western Auto's
The Senate also .returned to
to make the school chief an ap- tendent now Is unable to sucno committee a bill that would prepointee of an elected Board of ceed himself, Sullivan said,
interest has been given to plan- vent chiropractors from enterEckication.
The state superintendent cur- ning in the Education Depart- ing practice in Kentucky withwould
sently is elected to a four-year ment. The measure also to hold out graduating from an ac- OUR PRIZES FOR THE:superintendent
credited professional school.
term and the board members allow the
is dohe
long as
BASS:
BIGGEST
are appointed by the governor, the position as
.........
he said.
Spincast Rod and Reel
subject to Senate confirmation. ing a .good job,
The original Senate Bill 233
BIGGEST CRAPPIE:
The amendment would not bewould have retained the apNew Tackle Box
until 1976 bepointment of board members by come effective
cause a new state superintendBIGGEST BREAM:
the governor.
elected in
Fly Rod and Reel
Sullivan said he was voting ent also would be
for the change with mixed emo- 1971.
Fish must be weighed in at Western Auto
election
tions because he feared
Store On Lake Street In Fulton.
In other action, the Senate
of the board would make it difLARGE SIZE
ficult to find qualified persons narrowly defeated a bill which
SPRAY ENAMEL
to run, He asserted, however, would allow law students to
that the new plan would be "far serve a nine-month internship,
superior" to the- present sys- rather than take the bar exam,
You ought to look over our RIDING MOWERS, too ...
to become licensed lawyers.
tem.

1970 FISHING CONTEST

Wash Away
Paint Remover

1/3 OFF

ENDS MAY 15th

CONTEST OPENS MARCH 15

78c per can

Here's How Major Bills
Stand In Assembly
.1
FRANKFORT, Ky.
The status of major legislation
in the General Assembly at the
start of the last week of the 1970
session was as follows:
- The Senate bill authored by
Sen. William L. Sullivan, D-Henderson, to set up a constitutional amendment for 1971 has passed the Senate and been sent to
the House.
The amendment would -provide
for election of a state Board of
Education with power to appoint a superintendent of public
instruction.
- The Senate Sunday-closing
bill has had two readings in the
House and will come up for a
vote early this week.
- The teacher's professional
negotiation bill has passed the
House and been sent to the Senate. Meanwhile, the Senate version, identical to the House bill.

they'll give you more time for fishing!

THE SHERWIN
WILLIAMS CO.

WESTERN AUTO STORE
FULTON, KY.

200-4 LAKE STREET

Fulton. Ky.

has been tabled indefinitely.
- A Senate bill that would allow a voter referendum on special county improvement projects in Jefferson County has
been sent back to the Senate
floor by the Senate Counties and
Special Districts Committee with
amendments and should come
up for a vote early in the week.
- A Senate bill that would allow student lawyers to serve a
nine-month internship Instead of
taking the state bar examination
has been defeated in the Senate.
- A Senate bill requiring new
chiropractic doctors to be graduates of accredited educational
institutions has been sent back
to the Senate Health and Welfare Committee for further
study.
- The Senate has sent a resolution calling for a long-range
study of education in Kentucky
to the House.
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- Low Bank Financing
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OTHER McKESSON VITAMIN VALUES!

Tuesday, March 24

Vitamin 8-1 Tabs. 50 mg.-100s... reg. $2.50 now 2 bottles for $2.50
(Thiamine MCI)

Vitamin 8-1 Tabs. 100 mg.-100's ... reg. $4.25 flOW 2 bottles for $4.25

FOR OUR RFD OPEN HOUSE

(Thiamine MCI)

25 mg..100's... reg. $4.19 now 92.19

Vitamin 8-6 Tabs.
(PyrIdoelrle NC?)

Vitamin 8-6 Tabs.
(Pyroddline uc ii
Vitamin 5-12 Tabs.
Vitamin 8-12 Tabs,
Vitamin 8-12 Tabs

WE WIU. BE FEATURING...

This is your chance to become familiar with the
product features we have for you in 1970.

Refreshments Will Be Served

(1)a4.51iirc lila CC

KEEL MPM

McKESSON
PROS-CAL
,SITIT VITAMIN 0/

Nailling Implement Co.
314 WALNUT, FULTON
472-1803

ime

50 mg.-100's... reg. $6.69 now $4.46
25 mcg.-100's reg. $329 now $2.19
50 mcg.-100's... reg. $5.29 now $3.53
100 mcg.-100's... reg. $949 now $6.33
mum
No mo
MI MIN

Themable

M40E...nen'
0I/4o0e I.,,or"
PhOttrhOruS and
`Manua 0

Orange

McKESSON
VITAMIN A
CAPSULES

McKESSON
VITAMIN C
TABLETS
,00 mg 0,1

McKESSON
CANDY-LIKE
VITAMIN C

Au.

Hemp ed tablets

Re, SI 24 eac5

Now 2for $1.29

v.lame. A in lat.flUitt
S500L, it essenhat
to/ good health

100 me 100 s

750 mg 100 s
See 52 49 tun

25 000 USP Lords
100 s Reg 5209

Now no

Now 2 for 02.49

Now $1.73

250 rne ION
Oct 5105

500 mg 50's
Reg 12 89,.,u,

50 000 USP opts
100 Ilea 5595

Now $1.32

Now 2for $2.48

Neu 1332

Will FULL SIZE BEDSPREAD

in

Chewable.. Deliciously Cherry

*NEW TRACTORS
*PARTS SPECIALS
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK *
HYDROSTATIC DRIVE
9 A. M. TO 5.M, *NEW IMPLEMENTS
*SERVICE SPECIALS
-We Service What We Sell!-

VITAMINS &
MINERALS

BEXEL
SPECIAL
FORMULA
the,,,, best

2 PRICE 425
1
225 TABLETS• R(G. $8.49• NOW/

- No Salesman Commissions
lation

vERT NIGH POTENCE)

NEW! BEXEL CHILDREN'S
IRON
MULTIVITAMINS with
Flavored

Type Furniture. Wood Cabinets, Wood
Paneling - ALL AT DISCOUNT PRICES.

dissolve in
in, sweetenhaws begins
Ingredients.
p mold. (9

DUEL VNP

Oro

by Petituft

No purchase
required. Bring in
this coupon. You may
win this European
tapestry design
bedspread with richly
carved pile and fringe

il MI MO NM IIM NM in IMO IIM MI IIIII MI MIR NMI NM MO 111
I

I

FREE!
BEI L. BUNNY
HAND PUPPET

STORE PRIZE
I
I ENTRY FORM

t
0

I Fun for all. Ruing this coupon to our
II store While they last-limited supply.

L

NMIIn MB

110 1

NO PURCHASE REQUIRED
Drop entry form Into the
I slot on the Spring '70
Beael VITPTetn Cilsolsy in
our store Contest [loses
April 30, 1970. Winner
determined by random
drawing, on or before May
de Loctao
0t.atr lAsnict
1 1,7s
Flesd,er.9
Local
regulations Vold where
tarderl or other.
i. t,
0h ibrietseid,,
.
pr,o
0

I •
I
I I

I
I

NAME

I
DESS
ADR

I
I

CITY
I
STATf

zip

WITH THIS COUPON

THESE AMAZING VITAMIN VALUES ARE AVAILABLE NOW AT:
DRIVE-IN
WINDOW
No parking
Meters 1

Next to Liberty
Supermarket
Plenty of
free parking.

$348 Million In Construction
Told By South Central Bell
South Central Bell Telephone
Releasing the firm's 1969 anCo. spent nearly a million dol- nual report, South Central Bell
, lion dollars a day on its con- President W. C. Bauer said the
struction program in 1969.
company last year "accom-

PUBLIC AUCTION
saturday, March 21, At 9:30 A. M.
Being the homeplace of Clarence Witherspoon., deceased,
and located in the Riceville Addition to the City of li-ulton,
and across from the Burnette Tractor Company.
There are literally thousands of figurines and wood
carvings of animals, birds, figures of all sixes.
There Sr. several old camel-back and flat-back ti.,nks.
There are also many old glassware items.
There are several pieces of antique furniture, such as
lamps, wardrobes, sewing machine, chairs, etc.
There SKS dozens of old antique wicker fern baskets and
stands. They cons, in all shapes and sizes. — Also, there
will be auctioned off many like-new Craftsman power tools,
such as four jigsaws, several senders, a lathe, power drill,
handsaw and planer. These are in excellent condition, having been used very little.
There is also • 1935 Chevrolet pickup truck, which will
be sold; also a Wizard 4-horsepower riding lawnmower.
Make your plans now to attend this gigantic auction,
Thousands and thousands of items will be sold.

BILL GRAY
Auctioneer and Real Estate Broker
For any additional information, phone 479.1620 in Fulton
or 185.1679 in Union City. — Lunch will be catered by the
Country Boy Drive-In Restaurant.

plished more in many respects
than ever before."
"Our construction program
was larger than in any previous
year," he said, "totaling $348
million."
"We served more customers
and handled more calls than
ever before," Bauer said. The
company has more than six million telephones in service.
South Central Bell, he said,
had a total investment in telephone plants of $2.8 billion at
the end of 1969. The company
serves Alabama, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Tennessee. with headquarters in Birmingham.
Long distance messages rose
13,2 per cent during 1969—with
340 million calls completed during the year. The number of
local telephone calls, on a companywide basis, increased by
more than six per cent over
1968, Bauer added.
Direct Distant Dialing service
was extended to 200,000 additional customers, he said. At year's
end, 85 per cent of South Central Bell's main telephones had
access to DDD, while more than
99 per cent can receive ODD
calls, he added.
TaX payments totaled approximately $290 million, including
$77.6 million which was collected

Livestock
Market To
Open Again

from telephone customers and
paid for sales and excise taxes
on telephone service.
South Central Bell's nearly 44,000 employes earned more than
$302 million in wages and salaries during the year, he said,
making a substantial contribution to the region's economy.
The number of employes increased by 3,200 during the
year, he said.

Mrs. Neal, 98,
Fulton Native,
Dies In Texas
FULTON, Ky.,
Mrs. Elizabeth Mitchell Neal, a
native of the Walnut Grove community near Fulton, and longtime Houston, Texas philanthropist, died last Saturday in
her apartment in the Warwick
Hotel in Houston. She was 98.
Mrs. Neal, whose husband
founded the Maxwell House Coffee Company, was born and
reared near Fulton In the Walnut Grove community. Her parents were the late Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Mitchell, members of a
pioneer West Tennessee family.
Mr. Mitchell was a prominent
farmer and landowner. She was
a niece of the late Dr. George
L. Major, well known Fulton
physician and Mrs. Maggie
Randle of Hickman.

MAYFIELD, Ky..
—Mayfield Livestock and Sales
Co. will reopen Monday after
being closed for 30 days by
the U.S. Department of Agriculture for violating weighing
and record-keeping requireThe announcement was
made Saturday by Kenneth
Burgess and Roscoe Burgess,
.owners and operators of the
livestock market.
The suspension, gr anted
under provisions of the Packers and Stockyards Act, was
originally set to start May 21,
1968.
However, a stay order watt
Issued after the operators appealed to the federal court of
appeals which dismissed the
case.

As a result of the dismissal
the livestock market was
ordered to shut down operations beginning Feb. 13,
through Friday.
During that period, the company was not allowed to
operate as registered livestock
dealers or -a market agency.
The livestock market draws
livestock from Western Kentucky, Western Tennessee and
portions of Missouri.

MAJOR
iminTs
& MINOR, TOO

AIRPORT JUST OFF NWT 21
SALE WILL SE HELD ON THE FARM LOCATED ON THE EAST SIDE OF THE EVERETT
Pn MILES SOUTHWEST
(UNION CITY - MARTIN HWY) TURN OFF ON AIRPORT ROAD AND PROCEED ONE MILE 11•0 FARM ONLY
OF MORAY, WATCH FOR SALE ARROWS.

- RETIRING FROM DAIRY BUSINESS FRIDAY, MARCH

20th, 10:00 A.M., 1970

SALE HELD UNDER TENT, RAIN OR MINE - LUNCH RILL BE SERVED.

50 Pure Bred Holsteins In Complete Dispersion
7 Cows Past Third Calf
1 Dry Cow • Due 3rd Calf
2 Bred Heifers

15 First Calf Heifers
17 Second Calf Cows
8 Third Calf Cows
MERE ARE SOME OF Tilt BLOOD LINESr
RAVEN SUNK IDEAL - NH-13
ROWE MAGICIAN - 511-10

UNICA PICA PRINCE - NO. II

-'IN-1 1-

JEWELNOLAI SUPREME CYCLONE IN IN

HARBOR CREST SUNSHINE
PUGET SOUND PRINCE - NH-IS-

•••

The larger share of thefts is
by youngsters, particularly in
suburban areas ... they develop
entirely too often when adults
carelessly leave cars unlocked.
often with keys in the ignition.
•••

EXCELLENT

ROLE MEDAL SINE

4 HERO. THESE GOSS ARE NOW NINO AIM MILL - DOIEGINEUR num TYPE

11104111L - HO. 11114.
_

"QUOTA" - APPROX. 1.000 lbs.
Las, OF quer A AND 11110 WILL LEAVE HIM AROUND UM LNG DON'T MISS THIS CALLED OR NAILED IN BIOS WILL BE ACCEPTED NT AUCTIONEER,
INSPECT
AUCTIONEER NOTE: THESE COWS ONE BIG rfPE HOLSTEINS SHOWING LOTS OF QUALITY. YOU ARK INVITED TO
INESE CONS BEFORE SALE DATE. THIS PAST YEAR HE MILKED AROUND IS HEAD.

4111. BROMILOIN HAS RECENTLY SOLD 404

INDIVIDUAL RIALTO. CERTIFICATES ON EACH ANIMAL - TO AND

TESTED,

MILKING EQUIPMENT
DeLAYAL PIPELINE - ALL GLASS
ORLAYAL MILKERS -I UNITS - FAST MILKING TYPE
3.4 M.P. MOTOR

OeLAVAL W. 15 VACUlall PUMP
BRACKET WILL HOLD 111111LKERS
PUMP
MILK

•••

Ni GAL NOT WATER NEATER

There were six chorus girls,
five of whom married millionaires. The sixth married a poor
musician. And just to show you
the queer twist of fate, the girl
who married the poor musician
turned out to be the only one
who was unhappy.

PNONEW110-1411
ENOWNLOM NT, 3, UNION CITY, TENNESSEE,
FOR MORE INFONMATION - CONTACT MR.

ALEXANDER AUCTION & REALTY SALES
MARVIN E. ALEXANDER, AUCTIONEER

OFFICE: 404 UNOEU, ST.
MARTIN. TENNESSEE • PROFESSIONAL AAAAA

Church Drilling and Pump
Service
Hornbook, Tennessee
Phone - 53$4497 or $2WUM

SPARE TIME
INCOME
Distributor
For This Area
Become a distributor in one ot
America's largest and fastest grew
ing industries. You will be dilki

INCOME TAX returns preOuting national brand produets
pared; 35 years experience
No tosperience required. All we
FOR SALE: 1961 Thunder- ounts are contracted for end eel
Wilford Bostick, 207 3rd Street
powpower
with
steering,
bird
Phone 4724547.
up by out company. You merely
er brakes, power windows, restock locations with our natiOn
white leather interior, black al brand products.
THANK YOU
outside, excellent running orF01' all the beautiful cards:
You Can Earn
der. Assume payments; total
each 1 received eeemed to be
$800 A Month
price less than $450. 479-2423
mare beautiful. The cards and
or 479-2911, Fulton.
Or More
ers all conveyed such lovely messages of love and prayBased On Your
FOR SALE
ers. Also. the delicious food
Effort
176 Acres, 70 good crop land,
brought to us, the phone calls
balance in timber; spring Inventory ot 1645.00 so 2790.00
and visits. It aN has meant
for inventory end
required
cash
water and frontage on blackmuch to me. Everett joins me
top. Price $138 per acre. Ten equipment. You must have a good
in this expression of thanks.
devote at leant
other farms of few acres and car and be able to
God bless each.
hours per weak. If you we
up. Robert Goolsby Real Es- 4 to 12
have the desire, drwe
Obeira B. Shunkhn
tate, phone 235-2302, Green- interested,
determination,•nd want to be
field.
Tennessee.
trade
or
rides
W.ANTED Rider
successful in a grovving business
to Paducah - 3rd Raiirood
of your Own, svrit• us today.
DRIVERS NEEDED
shift. — Phone 479-2342.
Please enclose name, address, end
Train NOW to drive semi telephone number.
WANTED to rent or lease: 2 truck, local and over the road.
WE WELCOME INVISTIGATt014
bedroom apartment on Ken- You can earn high wages after
tucky side. Contact Tom West- short training. For interview
pheling, Fulton 472-1480.
and applications, call 615-2423439, or write Safety Dept.,
Nationwide Systems, Inc., Ter1342 South Glenstone,
minal Bldg., 404 Arlington
Avenue, Nashville, Tennessee,
Springfield, Mo. 654304
37210.

NATIONAL
DISTRIBUTING CO.

The Henry I. Siegel plants, Fulton,
and South Fulton, Tenn., need sewing machine
operators. Experience is not necessary. Apply

in person or call the personnel administrator.
South Fulton, Tenn. plant 479-1431 or Fulton,
Ky. plant 472-2321.
We are an equal opportunity employer.

nal1111111.

WANTED: BIG IFISTII PrOles
for the biggest Rae!, Breen
and Crappie from March 15
through May 15. Western Ante
Store, Lake Street, Fulton,

PUBLIC SALE
HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS • ANTIQUES - HAND TOOLS
10:00 A. M.
SATURDAY, MARCH 21, 1970,
At the farm home of Mr. Ben Jenkins. first house north of Sandy
Branch Primitive Baptist Church, turn west off Hwy. la on
Latham—Chestnut Glade Road, then south on third left road.
(Sandy Branch—Camp Ground Road.) two miles to sale. Watch
for sale arrows. — Because of age and health Mr. Jenkins will
reside with his daughter and has decided to let you our friends
and neighbors purchase his valuable personals at public auction.
For Further Information Contact Mrs, Cecil Barber at 901—
/99-5601 or The Auctioneer. — MR. BEN JENKINS, Chimer
Route 5, Fulton, Ky. 42041 — Col RUBERT AINLEY Auctioneer
phone 901-822-3833 or 479-1455 Dukedom, Tennessee — LicensedBonded in Ky., Tenn, No. 6,

mmlato. ••■•••• .111110• .111111111. .11111110. .411M110. -QOM. .41111.1.

I• St *

ALARM FOR JOGGERS:
Jogging enthusiasts were
brought up short recently. Dr.
Harry J. Johnson says the fad,
dism surrounding joggitelliasl",
ObscUred lile Gitcw44'"
4
"
consequences— from backache
and heel bruises to heart
attacks—attributable to this
form of exercise. Dr. Johnson,
chairman of the medical board
of the Life Extension Institute,
New York, polled 30 heart
specialists; all but one were
against jogging for "sedentary
men over 50."

FOR
ARTIFICIAL BREEDING AUOCIATION, YORKVILLE, TENNESSEE
MIL SNOWPLOW HAS SEEN MENG THE WEST TENNESSEE
EXCEPT A FEW AAAAA CEMENTS WHICH WERE SOUGHT.
, .,11T/IARL geT,...*LL OF TNESE COWS ARE ARTIFICIALLY SIRED
Is LISS rem COWS AVE AAAAA 12.112 LES. AS

ANY SIZE
Pump Sales and Service
Over 20 years experience

KNOCKING
OPPORTUNITY
- IS
Ky.,

Lock your car every. time you
park it, and pocket thc key .. .
keep your car in a garage at
home, not in the street or drivevay .. . and if someone does
steal your the
call. and is caught.
make sure
e is prosecution.

SIRE

GOLD

Plastic or Galvanized Wells

PHONE: OFFICE 587-4722
HOME 587-4568
"

199% Poly".
"
NO-IRON
BLOUSE
$8.99 Value

sr

Machine

washable .

ironing
ne6Nis
never
Len' sleeve style with

long pointed collar.
Two buttons at voll., and on ruffs
Amortesi Spring
teems In sixes
32 to 31I

Buy3at regular price...
65% Dacron PolyesterHURRY! SPECIAL OFFER ENDS SAT. NIGHT!

American Dotted Swiss
• Pre-shrunk
$119
• Drip Dry

Save Now on Blackwell: or Whitewalls

PREMIUM QUALITY
"Custom Power Cushion"

4-PLY
POLYESTER
CORD TIRES

Idolise
si.

..
Natioree Netlwel el/iNvell eloftmell
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557.1111
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1113A
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11111.0
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111.11

11210

Neel

MOAN

210 Oil fill
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1111.116

Alb INS 71111
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500611

yd.
• Low Priced at ..
Flock clot American dotted Swiss that needs linter
if any, ironing. White with colored dots or white
dots on colored grounds. 45-inches wide. •Dupdlt TN

pit

NS INK 0056

35% Cotton

USE OUR RAIN CHECK PROGRAM,

$100

atia

•••••••••=1,

'Tires And Batteries Priced Competitively At The Following Dealer:

C. R. Bennett Goodyear
Who, Ky.

Mp, Me

EXTRA VALUE! 54 TO 60-INCH
BONDED FABRICS
Ideal For Spring Snits and Dresses.
Assorted Weaves, Colors, Weights
and Patterns.
Values To ____ $3.99 Yd.

FULTON, KENTUCKY

P.fg...404h••••••••••4N 40eallniela••••41..........••••••••••••••••••1

4th g Depot

Of the hundr.
States, only
librarians an.
mended List°

holeSeil *Ipso osil mot pollees"

SERVICE STORE
GOODYEAR
USE OUR EASY PAY PLANI
PHONE 472-1000

enlig
shoul
spen •
for a f

Buy Now for Easter!

because of in *spotted hinny gerund for Goodyear tires. xi
May Om MA of sone elm during this offer, but et rill DI
1 mIce and lane
kliPPY to orde your sue tire at the arnortite,
you a rain chock far future delivery of the rnerthandlle.

IN We, rose, herimb.
red geld.

lee WEST STATE LINE

What

Big Selection Of
BOYS'"417 TIES

ir tire free offer on other sizes toe)

..dirry7z1=7;td",:linroZire.
fin GOOD/PEAR
y
r

-.I'M.

;:"

It's about time: For another
warning about auto thefts. which
continue in amazingly large
numbers.
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"HELM'S HEALTHIER
HEAVY LAYERS
Forty Years Flock Improvement • Contest Winners - Records 300 Eggs. Pullorum
Clean - Sexed Chicks. HELM'S
CHHICKS, PADUCAH."

ments.

MAKE PLANS TO ATTEND

- JOHN F.BROWNLOW
= UNION CITY TENN

THOSE RECKLESSPEDESTRIANS: Allstate accident reports yield some of the strangest statements. One said, "I
knocked over a man. The man
admitted it was his fault since
he had been run over before."
Another put it this way: "A
pedestrian hit me and went under
my car." --Frank Terreri,
Santa Ans.
1011116■01160/%01%01%
,
41

66
$2
YARD

•
+MEW .41111110. .411111111. .111116111.

Of the 22 Rat
are singled .
from 7 to 14
Encyclopedia
Book of K

NOW ONLY

.$
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Encyclopedia
chased direct
(See the corn.
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LIB
CHUCK ROAST 5
ROAST LB. 59
LB. 290
890 FRYERS
HAM LB. 990
49
Te

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT
QUANTITIES

WE HAVE A GOOD SUPPLY
Of EASTER CANDY

THE WORLDS
FINEST
SHORTENING

CRISCO
TOWELS 3
PEACHES
COFFEE 85
*CRISC

US CHOICE
First Cut

16‘13.

(Snowdrift, 3-lb can 39)
FOLGE RS INSTANT

Viva Paper

3

No. 2 1/2
Cans

COUNTRY SKILLET
US INSPECTED, WHOLE

CENTER SLICED

49C

18-oz. Jar

STRAWBERRY

3- 18-oz. Jar _ $1

A.

Butt portion
7-8 lb Avg, LB

BOTTI".,E

Lb29

FAT BACK

TENDER SMOKED

24-oz,

59%,

SHANK PORTION
6-8 Lb Avg.,
LB

Purexl Meal Tuna II:italics%,Breasis

Hens

•

,

0

Lb
bag

lb 59c
Thighs
lb. 59c%
US No. 1, oven-ready
Legs
lb. 594
Wings
lb. 29c4 Excellent
Backs & Necks
lb. 10c t Baking
k Fresh
Fresh
Quality, lb
k Liver lb. 89c Gizzards lb. Mc

REELFOOT SMOKED

MOTHER'S BEST

Lb29C

NECK BONES
NICE, THICK

SaVOrVGRAPE JELLY

PEACH PRES.

Lb390

FRESH

KIIIIIIIKIAFAIIFIFIKOW'IRAr IP'

LIQUID /
BLEACH
GAL

Lb39C

BEEF LIVER

4- I4-oz. Bottles$1.00

CATSUP

Savory PRESERVES

Pound
Can

Stick

BOLOGNA

FRESH SLICED

DEL MONTE

HUNT'S
HALVES

(BY THE PIECE)

OLD FASHIONED

BOSTON BUTT PORK

6-oz. Jar ___ $1.13

COFFEE

Jumbo $11
Rolls

FOLGER'S

IONAL
UTING CO.

South F1111011

AD RUNS FROM 8: WED. MORNING
TILL 8: TUESDAY NIGHT

SUNDAY _
9 am. - 7 pm;
MONDAt Thru THURSDAY 8 am.- 8 pm.
FRIDAY,SATURDAY
8 am.-9 pm;
_

-tributor
This Area
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SOUTH FurroN,

iniTi- A

DEL
uT
HN
CO
M
K
NE

6 1/2 o$
cans

3

6-Bib
Avg.

LB.
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FA
T
TE
K
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C
M
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De

HORMEL (WITH BEANS/

'CHILI
SALMON ,490 U tfoylide o„rcreahol 3
Chief Chum

Teenie Weenie

16-oz

cans

MARIO STUFFED

ALMON

16-oz. Tall Can _79C

reg.jar

OLIVES

12-oz. far

21
ILLUS
WOR

MISS LIBERTY
SLICED
RINDLESS

LB

COUNTRY STYLE

790

9t MUTTON
1G, Hamburger
U.S.
STEAK CHUCK
3
9
Jowls
STEAK
PORK
690
,
OLEO PET RITZ Mintier 9

303

LILY PINK

BACON

303
cans

s2 oz $11
1c5aili/

49C

Fancy (Not fat or wasty)
r ore QtrA901 SAUSAGE
LB 3i4
HIND
QTR. LBII

Lb49C

LB.49

LB.890

PRII4E

FRESH

PEDIA

SUGAR CURED

16-oz. Pkg.39C

PORK BRAINS

BY THE
PIECE, LB

( FR ESH

Lb79C

I PORK CUTLETS

FRESH SLICED

LB.

1,1•15111•111rarilMinnirArAirAINFIPAraintrIltariumarAFAFFAIWAFAVArinirarAiroiniVAPIMInfrininvAniniraulny

MIX OR MATCH 'EM

IlVaffles
tBlueberry
S muffins,
toas

t MORTON'S 11-o

$149
$
.,
ORANGE 29c
1
)
2
:
)
.
i
31
S
TAMALE
RED
49
IELLOW
SOLIDS

lbs.

;French

14 Trade Winds breaded I6-oz

1
Pkgs$1
N Shrimp

AFAVIIMPUF/MWIFFIFIKIAVAIAIIrIPPAWAIAIMAIIIMMMIIIMWAPIIIIII/IVAPSIP%

.
at

DERBY (GLASS)

What every
enlightened parent
should know about
spending money
fora fine encyclopedia

take
vol.1 for only

CERTIFIED BLUE TAG SEED

4Z

get FREE 1 year library
Research Service(55 value)
!hear membership in SGIP library research program free (Value $5 00)
orrne
21 1v0
.;VgjutZ; IheoCtirnitret:4
',"
;
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$50nos3

COOK! 811 21 t011111188-Buy

Only 3 are judged best
for children 7 to 14.

.ndlf cyu'rae

7.7 mernber"'talus

a volume each Wed

9e In
olum• I -71;1
T

•tull ;1ovnalruli.set *
Soon you'IresZTIL
at•total cost of only $40.29.

Illustrated World Encyclopedia
piked lowest.
'17

DRINK
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/
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Of the hundreds of encyclopedias published in the United
States, only 22 meet the high standards of professional
librarians and educators, and are on the nationwide Recommended List*.

Of the 22 Rated and Recommended encyclopedias, only 3
are singled out for the special needs of school children
from 7 to 14 years of age. The 3 are: Illustrated World
Encyclopedia • Britannica Junior Encyclopaedia • The New
Book of Knowledge.

Of these 3 fine encyclopedias, only the Illustrated World
Encyclopedia is not sold door-to-door, and can be purchased directly from us for a total cost of only $40.29 (Seethe comparative price chart above.)
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The New Book of Knowledge

$199.50
149.50

40.29
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99

POTATOES
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CABBAGE
APPLE
Liberty Coupon Worth 44c

Liberty Coupon Worth 20c
2 Lb. Box

Excluding milk & toba( o prod

Void After March 24

NEW CROP
FIRM HEAD

ORANGES

CRISCO 31b. can49C VELVEETA
With Coupon & $5.00 Order

TOMATOES
JUICY FLORIDA

YORK

It's true, only 3 encyclopedias school-oriented for studol
7 to 14 are professionally recommended. You can buy
of them from door-to-door sales/nen for $199.50 and $149.
respectively. Or you can buy the Illustrated World Encycl
podia. directly from us for only $40.29.

Britannica Junior Encyclopaedia
•leroor 11.01woar's Choos4r4 TWorle.114e 11411
Sonora. Irocreeporllas PHer.

WAGNER'S

$1.19

With Coupon & $5.00 Order
Excluding milk & tobacco prod.

Void After March 24

29
lb. 5t
39c

LB

DOZ

Liberty Coupon Worth 40c
JAZZ

DOG FOOD _

25 Lb. Bag

$1.99

With This Coupon
Void After March 24

Area Man
Wounded
In Vietnam
FULTON, Ky.,
Pfc. James Ronnie Priest, son
of James F. Priest of Kenton,
Tenn., was "slightly wounded"
by grenade fragments in action
in Vietnam Sunday. Pfc. Priest
is the arandson of Mrs. Mary

Write

He Wh.
in the right knee
and right leg while on a combat
operation when a hostile force
war encountered, according to
t telegram from Major General
Kenneth G. Wickham.
According to the telegram
which emphasized that Pfc.
Priest was not seriously wounded, he was treated and hospitalized in South Vietnam

k LOBBY!
Your state Representative
RALPH GRAVES

Fulton's Only Convenience
Store With
RED CARPET SERVICE

HARVEY and MARY JEFFREY
'4841 BY-PASS

PHONE 472-1821

"and for ills name's sake
,shall be as intelligible to con• have done.
right path.
- The temporary readers as the origi- "as we have forgiven time guides me in the
NEW YORK
"Even though I walk through
us.
Holy Bible has had another face- nal version was to its first read- who have wronged
bring us to the a valley dark as death
lift. A new translation, rest- ers," said Dr. C. H. Dodd, a "And do not
"I fear no evil ..."
dered in 20th-century English,New Testament scholar and di- test,
"but save us from the mill In the King James Bible, the
with hopes it will appeal to rector of the translation work.
sixth Beatitude, reads:
young people, comes out Mon-' The New Testament only of one."
5:28 reads in the "Blessed are they which do hunJeremiah
1961
in
published
was
NEB
the
day.
"They are waxen ger and thirst after righteousThe New English Bible—NEB and seven million copies have King James:
yea, they over- ness: for they shall be filled. In
shine,
inthey
world,
fat,
the
around
sold
been
years
26
scholars
—took British
of the wicked." the NEB, that becomes, "How
deeds
the
pass
United
the
in
million
2.7
cluding
popular
the
Unlike
complete.
to
The NEB translates the line: blest are those who hunger and
Version States.
Standard
Revised
grand, thirst to see right prevail; they
(RSV)—a revision of the King Although the NEB was not de- "They grow rich and
shall be satisfied."
rancorous;
James Bible, the NEB is a fresh signed to be read from the put- "bloated and
are all of evil. To reconcile the commandtranslation of the Greek, Hebrest pit, Dodd added, "It Is to be "their thoughts
kill,"
hoped that, at least occasional- The 23rd Psalm in the NEB ment, "Thou shalt not
and Aramaic texts,
with other Biblical admonitions
The translators say the result ly, it may produce arresting and translation starts:
is my shepherd; I to put to death kidnapers, witchis up-to-date in scholarship and memorable rendering s. It "The Lord
es, persons who practice bestialnothing.
free of the confusions wrought should have sufficient dignity tosnan want
"He makes me lie down In ity and sacrifices to false gods,
by 17th-century diction without be read aloud."
and the life, the NEB version
sacrificing poetic beauty. Lines Judge for yonrself, in the green pastures,
me besides the wa- becomes:
run the width of the page for NEB Lord's Prayer, for in- "and leads
"You shall not commit murters of peace;
stance:
easier reading.
der."
life within me,
"We aim at a version which "Forgive us the wrong we "he renews
—
of five months of the year, you
can claim your own exemption
and your father will not lose
you as an exemption, as long
as the necessary dependency
tests are met. In this situation,
the same exemption can be
claimed on two returns, yours
and your parent's.
the last day of tax year, a
return does not have to be filed
federal
on
answers
Q) What taxes can I deduct?
This column of questions and
until gross income reaches
A) If you itemize deduclax mailers is provided by the local office of the U.S. $1,200.
Also, anyone who has net tions, state and local income,
Internal Revenue Service and is published as a public earnings of $400 or more from sales,
gasoline, personal propservice to taxpayers. The column answers questions self-employment, is required to erty and real estate taxes may
self-empay
and
return
a
file
be deducted. These should be
most frequently asked by taxpayers.
ployment tax.
listed on Schedule A Itemized
ap- Deductions, and attached to
also
requirements
Filing
Q) I kept a record of my
ply to minors. A parent or your Form 1040.
earnings and withholdings for
Those who itemize will find
guardian should file a return
the year and am all set to file
behalf of a child who has that using the new SAM olo A
on
my return. Do I have to wait
Q) its there any change in gross income of $600 or more provides more room to list
until I get my W-27
who has to file a return for during the tax year. In every things such as medical exA) Yes, one copy of all W- 19697
case, you must file a return to penses and charitable contributions than was available on
2's must be attached to your
A) Filing requirements for get any refund due.
tax return when you send it 1969 Federal income tax rethe back of the old Form 1040.
in. Processing of the returns turns are unchanged from last
Q) I'm a senior at college
Q) Where can I get a copy of
and refunds are delayed if this year.
and I'm due a tax refund on your tax guide?
receive
You
done.
should
is not
To summarize them, a re- some part-time work I did. Can
A) A copy of Vita Federal
your W-2 no later than Feb- turn must be filed by every I claim my own exemption
Income Tax 1970 edition may
ruary 2.
person under 65 who had gross without causing my father to
be purchased from most IRS
Note that this year, the W-2 income of $600 or more for the lose the exemption he claims offices for 60 cents. You may
should be stapled to the back year. For those 65 or older on for me?
also obtain this publication by
A) Yes, if you were a full- using the order form on the
time student during some part inside cover of the 1040
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Facelift For Contemporary Readers

HERE AND THERE:
Remember what Bob Orben
once said, "There arc two kinds
of men—the quick and the wed"
. . exercise may give you
muscle tone, but what most
girls want in a man is fiscal
fitness. — Brent Stark.

IS ALCOHOLISM A PRODLIEM WITH YOU OR WITH
SOMEONE YOU KNOW'
Dial 472-1982 between I am and
4:30 pm. Help csn be obtained.
Strictly confidential,

Is on; is your hospitalization adequate?
If it is not, Prudential has a policy that pays
you $105. a week while you are in the hospital
at a low, low cost. See your Prudential
Agent, TOMMY SCEARCE, 472-2582.

April 15 is closing in!
Why worry and slew
when BLOCK will do
your tax at such
small cost! Get your
tax in NOW! See
your nearest BLOCK
office TODAY!
GUARANTEE
We guarantee occurate preparation 01 every ton vetutn
If we make any errors that cost you any penally or
interest, we will pay the penally or interest

America's Largest Tax Service with Over 4000 Offices
ACROSS FROM THE FULTON LIBRARY

113 Washington Avenue Fulton, Ky.
Open 9: AM to 7: PM Weekdays
9 AM to 5 PM Saturday
Phone 472-3577

Beuti to*
LADIES DRESSES

SPEED QUEEN
MULTI CYCLE

Hundreds of Exciting Spring Fashions In
All The Newest Fabrics In Lovely Spring
Colors. Sizes 3-20 and 14' 2

- 24 1 /2

COMET SNAPPER RIDING
5- HORSEPOWER

AUTOMATIC WASHER

LAWN MOWER

$214.50

$319.95

TRADE - IN ALLOWANCE
FOR YOUR OLD

LIVING ROOM SUITE

1/2 Horsepower - 22-inch cut lawn mower $49.95
Patent and Leather
Variety of Colors

Ladies Shoes
Flats and Heels
$2.00 To $6.00

BIG SIZE
2 - DOOR

31/2 - HORSEPOWER

Refrigerator - Freezer

GARDEN TILLER

$150.00

1f

A very large selection; Sleeveless,
Short sleeves, roll-up sleeves and
'.Long sleeves.

$2.00 to $6.00

Plate Glass - Full Length Door Mirror - - $14.88

MEN'S DRESS AND
SPORT SHIRTS
$1.99 and $2.99
MEN'S TIES
$1.49 and $2.00

NYLON
HEAVY DUTY

SHAG CARPET

$4.95 sq. yd.

EASTER DRESSES

$2.00 to $7.50
--Hours-:30-6 Mon-Th
:30-8 Fri-Sat
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On February 20, William Raspberry, the noted
black journalist of The Washington Post, wrote
a column that could help to bring us all to our
Senses on the subject of compulsory busing of school
Children. In that column, he referred to the court
Case which led to the famous 1954 Supreme Court
discisionon school desegregation.
He said," ... the aim of the suit was not so much
Integrated education but better education. Integration was simply a means to an end."
He continued, "Much of the confusion today stems
from the fact that the means has now become an
end in itself. Suits are being brought for integration, boundairies are being redrawn, busing is
being instituted—not to improve education but to
integrate classrooms."
Apparently, many people need to be reminded of
this original purpose, for it seems that many have
been so concerned with integrating the schools that
they have been quite willing to sacrifice the quality
of black and white children's education merely to
meet an arbitrary racial quota.
Raspberry continued, "Then the hostage theory
was applied. . . .The well-to-do parents would
see to it that their children got a good education.
All the poor parents had to do was see to it that their
children were in the same classroom. That was
the theory."
However, he observed that this theory has not
been successful when put into practice. "After 16
years, we should have learned that the hostage
theory doesn't work. This is not to suggest that integration is bad but that it must become a secondary consideration.
"Busing makes some sense (as a temporary measure) when its purpose is to transport children
from neighborhoods with overcrowded classrooms
to schools where there is space to spare.
"It works to a limited degree when it involves
children whose parents want them bused across
town for specific reason.
"But it has accomplished nothing useful when it
has meant transporting large numbers of reluctant
youngsters to schools they'd rather not attend."
Raspberry concluded, "The notion will win me
the embarrassing support of segregationist bigots.
but isn't it about time we started concentrating on
educatiing children where they are?"
Mr. Raspberry, who is nobody's Uncle Tom, has
seen the forrest in spite of the trees. So has the
liberal Senator Abraham Ribicoff of Connecticutt.
Others in the Congress have also recently begun
to show signs of awakening. Perhaps the nation is
beginning to recognize that freedom of choice is
not so bad after all, and that compulsory busing
Of our children achieves nothing but resentment
from all sides.

SUPER—RIGHT GRAIN FED BEEF

SIRLOIN STEAK

18

Super

Washington Red or
Golden Delicious

Right Fully Cooked

Semi Boneless Hams
John

Chunk Bologna Or

Cap'n

Braunschweiger

Ocean Perch
Cap'n John

Fish Sticks
by Laurence M. Hursh, M.D.
Consultant, National Dairy Council

If the recommendations of the
recent White House Conference
on Food, Nutrition and Health
are acted upon, all of us are
going to learn a great deal more
about nutrition. And hopefully,
this will result in Americans eating better.
There are two levels to the
problems of nutrition in the
United States. On one hand, there
are adults and children among
us who simply are not getting
enough to eat. On the other, there
are people—even people of affluence—who eat poorly and suffer
from forms of malnutrition.
The Immediate Problem
Those not getting enough to eat
are suffering because they are too
poor to buy an adequate diet and
our public food assistance programs are not reaching everyone
in need. Nor are these programs
necessarily doing an adequate job
even with those poor people they
are reaching.
Thus there is the immediate
problem of correcting a situation
in which people are going to bed
hungry.
Long Range
But the long range problem
concerns people who do have the
money to purchase a proper diet.
These people seem to need two
things — sufficient knowledge of
what constitutes a truly good diet,
and the motivation to use the
knowledge effectively. Even rich
people can suffer malnutrition If
they persist in eating a poor diet.
And this includes those persons
who eat too much and weigh too
much. Overnutrition, undernutriHon, and the wrong balance of

needed nutrients—all these conditions affect your health.
Because we are a nation of
plenty but still have a long way
to go in using our foods to best
advantage, the more than 3,000
experts who gathered in
December at the White House
Conference submitted to the
Presiden t a 614-page report
containing hundreds of recommendations.
In the field of nutrition
education, the recommendations
concerned all avenues of communication — school, pre-school,
anti the use of public media to
improve the quality of nutrition
teaching and community education, The subject of nutrition is so
important that the Conference
suggested "an officer at subcabinet level head nutrition
activities of the Department of
Health. Education and Welfare
and that coordinating nutrition
activity be continued in the Executive Office of the President.'•
Host Eat Sensibly
So I'm hopeful that all of us
will take nutrition more seriously
Use of our food is probably the
most vital of our challenges in
taking full advantage of the
natural resources of our country
It is high time for us to eat
sensibly. And with the enormous
increase in numbers and kinds of
food products that invite our attention on the supermarket .
shelves, the choice of the right
combinations of foods get more
interesting, but at the same time.
more difficult. We will, as stated
need more nutrition education for
everyone.

Fresh Caught Fish
Hush Puppies, Slaw
Tarter Sauce
French Fries

1

KLEENEX
FACIAL TISSUE

Off Label

Ajax Detergent
A&P 100%

'8690
C100

Corn Oil Margarine.314bsT.
log
Punch w/ Enzymes.1:°b;::69
Off Label

230 CT.
BOXES

JANE PARKER'

WHITE
BREAD
FAB
Detergent
5 Lb. 3 Oz. Box
With This Coupon

$1.09

Good Only At A&F Food Stores
Regular Price Without Coupon
Coupon Expires Sat., March 21
Limit I Coupon PerCustomer

MIRACLE MAIZE

Cornbread Mix
1. LB. 4-0Z.

br $1

ERBY
,144.0‘ zy:
AN

Deweey Fabric
Softener
17 OZ.
frft..

Suite.. Pies

49t 7

17 OZ.$1100
CANS

20-0Z.
LOAVES
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Murray Hospital's Coronary
Unit Cutting Heart Deaths

Wallace's
'Friend'Fined
As Prostitute

campaign, said she was a close
friend of former Alabama Gov.
George C. Wallace, was found
guilty Friday of prostitution and
'ined $100.
Miss Welch, 48, was arrested
CHICAGO
—Janeer March Ii by a detective who
Welch, a television model who, said she approached him in a
during the 1968 presidential hotel lobby

!ding that the nurses' station is
Waited that both patients and
both cardiac monitors can be
!watched at the same time.
"It used to be very curient
iand still is to some degree very
popular to make a beeline for
Memphis, Nashville or someplace if you have a serious medical problem, and this still may
be true," he said.
"But with heart disease, hardening of the arteries and in
cases of acute heart attacks, you
do not have that time. The time
It takes to get from here to
Nashville, Memphis or even Paducah could mean the difference
between life and death. You
won't have that time," Dr. Huffman said.

ISO

MURRAY, Ky.,
The'from 40 to 60 per cent to 15 taand to date, eight patients have
number of patients who "die of170 per cent, and this is signifi- been treated in it by five differheart attacks after reaching the,cant."
ent physicians.
hospital has been reduced by Dr. Huffman, who came to Patients placed in the unit, he
more than 40 per cent by inten-Imurray from the University of emphasized, remain under the
sive coronary care units of theiKentucky last August when Dr. care of their own physician, and
TO INVESTIGATE
type recently established at the Charles Mercer moved to Mem_ will remain there as long as the
Murray-Calloway County Hospi- phis, gave Dr. Mercer much of Physician in charge deems it
ACCIDENTS—BIG PAY,
tat,
Dr. Stanley Huffman has the credit for the establishment necessary.
NEW CAR FURNISHED,
told members of the Murray of the new intensive coronary Each patient, he noted, is imEXPENSES PAID
Rotary Club.
care unit at the local hospital. mediately connected to the carWhen hurricane Camile struck, thou
sands of Claim Adjusters were called in
"When you have your heart The two-bed unit, he said, has diac monitor upon arrival, and
to investigate damages and pay out
attack," he said, "the most never been vacant in the short from that point on, every heartmillions of dollars in insurance claims.
dangerous period is the first 72 time it has been in operation, beat is recorded.
In tact thousands of men are urgently
hours. If you can survive these
"If necessary," he said, "we
—
needed now to train for exciting action
INTERVAL: Do yourself a
first 72 hours, you have a good Young Alcoholics
have a special device which can favor and perhaps prevent
careers investigating the growing mila
lions of accidents caused by car wrecks,
chance of surviving for the next
4te5li us what
atbeifsorg
eoiitngdoe
to
s.h
.
appen
crash . . . keep an INTERVAL
Lonely, Frustrated
plane crashes, train wrecks, tornadoes,
several years.
on the highway. The Allstate
hurricanes, hail and windstorms, riots,
CANBERRA—Young alcohol"It is during this critical 7ztheft and fires No other field offers
ics present a picture of human Each patient is watched Motor Club says following too
hour period that we have been
more opportunity for action, advancement or security. National In
around
closely
the
causes up to 30 per cent
clock
by one _nurse
beings in despair, Australian
surance Adiusters School can show you how to enter this booming
able to reduce the mortality
and a nurse's aide. he !It ad- of freeway crackups!
report. A study of
field Train at home in spare time Employment assistance For
from heart attacks," he continFree details, mail coupon TODAY No obligation
alcoholics under 30 in Australia
ued.
APPROVED FOR VETERANS UNDER NEW G.I. SILL
showed that these people suffer
primary coronary
"Before
care unit policies were estab- from loneliness, poverty, frusNATIONAL INSURANCE ADJUSTERS SCHOOL, Dept 28-0
A Division of National Training Institute
lished and the units themselves tration and brok en homes.
Box 16148, Memphis, Tenn. 38116
were opened, the mortality rate Twenty-eight of 50 fathers of
from heart attacks was some- young alcoholics were alcoholics
Name
Age
FRI. - SAT. - SUN., MARCH 20-21-22
thing like 40 to 60 per cent of themselves.
Address
those patients who reached the
hospital," he said, adding that G EN E GEMS: Digging a
City
State
up to 60 to 70 per cent of the women's car out of the snow
Phone
Eligible for VA Benefits?
people who suffer heart attacks will prove that shovelry isn't
dead .. . the things my wife
never reach the hospital.
"We must get them to the hoe- buys at auctions keeps me
'. pital and into the coronary care baroque . . . I left home to set
had to
: unit fast," he added. "Once this the world on fire but
for more
C COLUMBIACOLOR
has been done, we have been come back twice
Gasiorowski.
able to reduce the mortality matches. — Gene

/

MEN URGENTLY NEEDED‘
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U.S. Fund
For Bridge
Is Sought

STER,Angels walit
ew Red Qoose shoes!

CINCINNATI
- Cincinnati and Covington. Ky. were a
step closer today to a replacement for the Chesapeake & Ohio
bridge over the Ohio River with
an application for federal funds
on file with the U.S. Coast
Guard district office in St. Louis, Mo.
The Kentucky Highway Department made the formal application to the federal government for half the $7.5 million
needed for the new bridge. The
old one was ordered closed by
Kentucky in November, 1968,
because it was ruled unsafe.
Under the terms of the twostate agreement, Kentucky will
pay 55 per cent of the remaining costs and Ohio will pay 45
per cent.
Engineers estimated it will
take 18 months to complete the
structure once construction is
begun. Plans call for the new
bridge to carry three lanes of
traffic. The center lane will be
reversible to accomodate rush
hour traffic.
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SICK PAY is a name for
insurance that supplements the
ordinary health insurance, which
provides payment for hospital
and medical bills. Better check

n, , -
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A UNIVERSAL PICTURE TECNNICOLOR•

SUNDAY — MONDAY — TUESDAY
— Family Entertainment! —
THE STARS OF BORNIEEE
SHINE EVEN BRIGHTER

PALOmis:Iiii
Hip&?1
ng
REs'ItEES
NTs
INTERNiONAL
0

FREE GOLDEN EGG as
seen on TV, given with each pair
of RED GOOSE SHOES

220 LAKE STREET

FULTON,KY.
.•

BrightWater
TECHNICOLOR' °.a'""0"*"'"'"'""°"'""

CASH & CARRY
3-DAYS ONLY MON., TUES., WED., MARCH 23, 24, 25
REG. PRICE

CABIN LAIJAK-34 $249

BOSTON—The finder of a fish
tagged by tie Department of the
Interior's Bureau of Commercial
Fisheries usually receives a reward for reporting his catch and
returning the tag. The amounts
vary from 50 cents for species
such as herring to as much as
$.5 for sailfish, marlin or tuna.
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CALL US FOR YOUR

CUSTOM SPRAYING.
LIME AND FERTILIZER
Meets all government specifications: high in calcium and magnesium
We accept all Purchase Orders
on lime and fertilizer.

838-6261
CAYCE LIME &
FERTILIZER CO.
Anhydrous Ammonia
Office phone: 838-6261
Cayce, Kentucky

,...........................„..............).........J

DD LOTS PANELING
low as

1.79 per sheet

ARMSTRONG CEILING TILE 10c SQUARE FOOT

BUILDER'S SUPPLY,T.INC.
501 WALNUT STMIZT

472-1434

1Yel
LAST
WINN
($10(
Eddie
Mayfi

SPECIAL PRICE

Fish-Tag Rewards
50 Cents To $5

WE HAVE TOP QUALITY

3 01

4

Spice Lauan
$425 $329
AvocadoPaneling $399 $329
$699 $589
BAY FAMILY SHOE STORE
(GP)
Birc
h
Rustic
Old World Bircivol$795 $679
:ATTENTION,MLFARMER
VinylElm &PecanY199 $3"
LIME, FERTILIZER, ANHYDROUS 1
AMMONIA SEED CORN
African Chestnut $995 $739
For their busy holidays
.. and dress-up times to
come
shoes that please
young fashionables and
their parents. Smart good
looks plus expert craftsmanship,
finest materials, excellent
fitting qualities.

LOS ANGELES
Jack Lammon sa
14 pemsda tralnles

v ALIRM HTICROOCKS

TRUCK LOAD
PANELING SALE
4- x 8 FEET PANELS

Stage Tr.
Trims Le

NOW SHOWING
Thru SATURDAY!
(GP) ALL AGES

472-1651

The most _
explosive -spy scandal —
of this century!

your health plan, whethei. Orsonal or on the job, and re
what income you'd have if Sickness struck. You just may Deed
sick pay protection, too.
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h plan, whether Oaon the job, and me
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to the stage at a local theater
March 17 in Robert F. Sherwood's 1836 Pulitzer Prize winner "Idiot's Delight."
LOS ANGELES
— Actor Lemmon made his last stage
Jack Lemmon says he has lost appearance 10 years ago in New
14 ponds training for his return York,

Stage Training
Trims Lemmon

moet a half-million dollars to 1969 fiscal year and returned
The "Idiot's Delight" revival
°Won County and its municipal- $51,498,132 to local governments.
Is scheduled for a six-week run
According to Mr. Hats, Obion
ities from state motor fuel taxes,
at the Ahmanson theater. Leinthe Volunteer State 011 Commit- County received $360,439 while
the remainder of the money was
tee has announced.
moo said Wednesday it might
Bill Haga, executive director distributed in the following manthen go to New York. but that
of the trade association, said ner: Union City, $75,932; South
he could not afford to take too
The Slats of Townson(' In fin- Tennessee collected $145,136,463 Fulton, $22,319; Obion. $10,370;
much time off from his movie al 1969 returned a total of .1- in snail gasoline taxes duritur the Troy $5,500; Kenton. $9,098

State Returns
Part Of Taxes
On Motor Fuel
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($4,549 from Obion Count> and
the rest from Gibeion County);
Hornbeak, $3,229; RIMS, $2,418;
Woodland Mills, $2,019, and Samburg, $1,947.

It had been originally predicted that water supply would
be short because of the lack of
partICI palion.—El Paso Mare.
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former manager of Piggly - Wiggly in Fulton

Steve Lindsey, owner and operafrir
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OPEN ALL DAY ON SUNDAY.... *
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 8A.m.TO 9p.m. FOR YOUR SHOPPING PLEASURE! TEAL.,'F:T:1
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.... DRAWING EVERY SATURDAY...BE SURE TO REGISTER EACH WEEK!
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LAST WEEK'S
WINNER
($100)
Eddie Durbin
Mayfield, Ky.

PRICE

YOU MAY HAVE ALL 3

4.9

OF THE PURCHASE Mo„,
ITEMsWITH #150-oPcarc:,:E

23c *
SAVE
DAISY FRESH OLE0....19k SIMALACLIQuo4eeol•t
YOU
RE
r...WHE
MG
EVERYptiScmPRICES
PRIDE CORN
biwit
CAN

29

fr3o3

29

*

*

71C

*

4

CAN

P1/41° LINSEY'SLIKETVIESE "Pitbs•
„ * VIENNASL8BYS
ON BARGAINS

SHOP...

89

ik

*

DEL MONTE FRUIT COCKTAIL

4

*

*

*

4CANS 1°S)

CANS
tiq°

KRISP 4/ FRESH
4
,k
BIG TWIN

3'BAGS

79

79' CHERRIES
PINK SALMON
HYDE PARK BREAD I-0:2F°: 88t PINEAPPLEGkEsHA
LIBBY'S

89

FROM OUR OWN

adiecolumiseist,!
39

•k

TALL CAN

4- CANS

jACK SPRATT

VANITY

*

PIMENTO CHEESE

OR

CANS

qo
.410.0

HYDE PARK

---DELICtoL)

iiALP GALLoR

HAM SALAD

•••

CHICKEN SALAD FLAVOR KIST oRNABISCO CRACKERS Po-Nzp ,„„ 29c
BOLOGNA SALAD
t.29Y
MEAL
DOG
A
PURIN
SALAD
POTATO
TWEN-rY -F%vE POUND

US.GOVERN

APPLE SALAD
BAKED BEANS
711/4VBan.-13.Q

/14
)
Le

GOLDEN RWPE

LEL

(9/11

MENT INSPECTED

pacie

CHICKEN*PORK RIBS BANANAS
PORK * BEEF
ROUND STEAKP"TEN

G-

*
L13.

STEAKLETTES. .
97. SIRLOINoRT-BONE.IcaTe'L°812
,
10c

SHOP AND SAVE AT GIANT FOODS tm, MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY EVERY DAY AND YOU'LL

BE

GLAD.
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"SWING INTO THE '70's" JOIN THE SAVINGS PARADE!
E. W. JAMES & SONS SUPERMARKET
Avyfr

with
ACKED
JAMP

MILailk

*MI

MONEYSAVERS
STEAK
PORK PICNICS SIRLOIN
99c
3

'..1UU SIZE CAN

STEELE'S

TOMATO SAUCE

BLACKEYE PEAS

70 WHOLE

FRESH -LEAN

lb.

FOR

U. S. CHOICE.
HANDED - PICKET

_ lb. 69c

LEAN BONELESS

PORK CUTLETS

SWEET PEAS
1f414

FOR I

VALLEY

luo :ALL
AN

fh A

LAKE BRAND IMITATION._

A

Ib.47c;

BOLOGNA
LAKE BRAND

NICE TENDER

S Government Inspected Choice Beef

Lb. 59c

PORK STEAK

lb. 490

FRESH

PORE HOCKS
BREAST
LEGS & THIGHS
WINGS
BACKS
NECKS

Lb. 59c
Lb. 49c
Lb. 33c
Lb. I9c
Lb. 12c

2Lbs. $1.09

HOT DOG -FRANKS

113.79C

HOUSIER-VALLEY

SLICED BACON
GIZZARDS
LIVERS
THIGHS
FRYER QUARTER
FRYER HALVES

Lb. 49c
Lb. 79c
Lb. 39c
Lb. 35c
Lb. 35c

RIB STEAK
SAUSAGE
PORK
LIMA BEANS
490..
t
Freshest Plodu( e In I own

303 SIZE
CA N5

FOR

44C

TURNER'S or SWIFT'S

1/2 Gal.

i
cfic

FESTIVAL or PARK - LANE

1/2 Gal. _ _ _ J7

ICE CREAM

BABY FOOD
HEINZ ST

MICHIGAN

PEAT MOSS

50 Lb. Bag

ti fin

STEELE'S 300 SIZE CAN

PINTO BEANS

894

10 For _

Stick

Limit One

We Cash Payroll Checks

GREEN BEANS
0
(.1P.; I ;lir

303 SIZE
CANS

Stamps
_

,tipon Per Family
t)

L..1

10 Cans$1.00 We Accept US Government Food Stamps

NAVY BEANS

STEELE'S 300 SIZE CAN

10 For _$1.00

PORK & BEANS

$1•

And additional $5.00 purchase excluding milk
and tobacco products. Limit one coupon per

STEELE'S 303 SIZE CAN

19

GEBHHARDT'S 15-oz. CANS

4 For __ _ _

PYREX DISHES Now ea. _ _

ONIONS

39C

NEW 28-oz. Bottles

24-oz. SIZE

WESSON OIL

55C

Each

CARROTS

BAG 111

For
US Government Inspected Choice Beef

CHOC. PIES

FANCY GREEN

354
10t
35: COLLARD GREENS 2 bunches 45C
89c VALENCIAS ORANGES Dozen 45t

Boxes

ESCROLE or ROMAINE bunch

Bunch

FRESH

Bunch _ _

125 SIZE

EXTRA FANCY - LARGE

HONEY DEW MELONS

ea.

E.W,JAMES SONS!
;\„ "MAXI-SAVINGS"
•

II

MEAT PATTIES

COCA-COLA

CELLO BAG

EA 19C

''16"
liIC:
CAN

We Cash Payroll Checks

4 For _ $1.00
2-oz. 3Ifor
/
FLAVOR - KIST 101
TOASTER
PASTERIES
$1.00
1.00

88

pIlIU

390

51bbai c29C
STOKELY'S

SWEET POTATOES
TAMALES

STCKELTS

DOUBLE FEATURE 300 SIZE CAN

MEX - STYLE BEANS 10 For$1.00 GATORADE 32-oz. Bottle _ _ _

GREEN ENDIVE

For

CHILI

300 :;1/1. CAN

For

with this coupon

STEELE'S 300 SIZE CAN

303 SIZE NICE
CANS GREEN
FRESH

BREAD

VAN CAMP

Robin Hood.rlour

And additional $5.00 purchase excluding Tobacco, Milk and Milk products.

APPLESAUCE LETTUCE
_
Tvery Day Low Prices

Freshest Produce In Town

STEELE'S 300 SIZE CAN

DAISEY FRESH

NICE FIRM HEADS

Cans

CAN

For

1111

fnis coupon good March l9-2D

ASSORTED UP TO $1.39

We Accept US Government

STOKELY'S

59C

I An; EARLY JUNE PEAS 10 For

OLEO lb.

LIMI I 1

HYDE PARK

VAN CAMP

BEEF STEW 24-oz. Can ___

WITH THIS COUPON

Jars

PEACHES

lb.

ICE MILK

National Adveilised Binds

Every Day Low Prices

U.S. CHOICE- HAND - PICKED

MARKET MADE PURE

HART'S
GREEN

Cans

lb.

d

SUPERMARKET

I.
National klvertised Brands

CRACKERS
Mt WIT

29c,

